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Are college women
too concerned with
finding Mr. Right?
By Cara Stein
Nt!111s mittr
Are college women
thl",e days too busy hooking up to find T\lr. Right?
A study called " Hooking up, Hanging out, and
l loping for Mr. Right: Colh•g c Women o n Mating
.md Dating today," conducted by the Institute for
Ame rican Values on behalf o f the Independent
Women's Forum, would
have people believe so.
"The study finds that
hooking up, a distinctive
interaction between college women and men involving sex without commitment, 1s widespread
on campuses. Forty percent of women in the survey .;aid they had experienced a "hook-up", and
one in ten reported having
done so more than six
times," said Julie Smucker
of the Institute for American Values in a press release about the study.
The study also talks
about relationships with

too much commitment,
which it refers to as
"joined at the hip." Both
types of relationships get
in the way of finding a
spouse, a goal held b\ 83
percent of respondents,
the study said.
But ,ire thl• c relationhips really that bad?
"I don't think thl'V' rc
harmful. I believe people
do \'1.'hat they want to do.
If it's either to fill an immediate need or something long-term, 1t doesn't
matter, so long as it's what
both people want," said
junior Daniel Daugherty.
Associate Professor of
Psychology, Dr. Sandra
Carpenter, stated, "Research evidence shows
that if girls have boyfriends, they pay less attention to academics but if
the goal is romantic relationships, this is meeting
their goals.
Another consideration
is what people might be
mis ing in hooking up or

See Concerned, Page 4
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The new voice of UAH Hocke
By Chris Brown
News Writn
In the absence of any
other broadcast of UAH
hockcv games, Charger
Radio Committee chairman Mike Anderson has
taken it upon himself to
provide an internet
broadcast of UAH
hockcv home games
from the Von Braun Civic
Center.
In years past, UAH
hockey wa, b "Oadcao;t by
I ivc on the ct. HowC\'er, that t·nded at the
end of last season.
Anderson began working on the webcast at the
home opener against
Bentley this season.
"After mentioning the
idea in passing, I was approached by Jamie
Gilliam, the hockey
sports information director and told there was
equipment for doing the
broadcasts from the Von
Braun Center," said
Anderson.
•
At first the effort was
plagued by technical difficulties. "Most of the
problems were with our
encoding techniques,"
said Anderson, "and on

Ann.ouncera at • UAH hockey game. (Photo comtesy of Terry Long)

a couple of attempts there most recent problem was
was treaming audio a fried sound card," said
without the audio. One Anderson. He is now able
weekend we got messed to use a Charger Radio
up by the problems with computer operating from
UAH housing networks, the Sports Information ofsince I was doing this flee
through my computer in • Anderson has also reSoutheast Campus Hous- ceived a little help with
ing "
the commentary from new
Anderson then tried an color man Geoff Morris.
off-campus site before
Anderson hopes to do
moving to the Sports In- a broadcast from the
formation office 'Our Omaha Municipal Audi-

torium for the road series
at The University Nebraska-Omaha in conjunction with the SGA
road trip, as well as doing the remainder of the
UAH home games.
The webcast can be
found
at
http://
webpages. uah.ed u /
~andersms, until the permanent location at http:/
/ radio. uah.ed u becomes
operational.

Writing Center announces appointment policy changes
ByGrindlC.
Weldon
Nt!111s mittr
The Writing Center announced new policy
changes affecting the appointment proce:,s for the
spnng semester de igned
to make the Writing Center services more accessible for all students desiring assistance with the
writing proce
"The Policy changes
are intended to benefit the
students who want to
make use of the Writing

center by protecting their
right to an appointment,"
according to Dr. Diana
Bell, Writing Center Director.
Students will not be allowed to make more than
one appointment at a time
and appointments will
only be available two
weeks in advance. "Last
semester, people were
abusing the system by
making multiple appointments and not c;howing up
for them, in a sense hoarding time, making it difficult for other students to

have a turn," explained
Bell. "The new procedure
is like an attendance
policy, a student can not
make a new appointment
until they have fulfilled a
previous appointment."
Last semester, students
seeking an appointment
often found a full appointment book and were
sometimes turned away.
However, consultants often faced wasted appointments when the student
who reserved the slot
failed to show up for his
or her designated time

slot.
"This prevented others
who sincerely wanted and
needed our help from getting in. We want to help
those who need our help
the most and that means
eliminating those who
don't want it or need it
enough to keep a scheduled
appointment,"
added Kem Roper, one of
three Writing Center
GTAs.
"Our hope is that this
semester more students
can benefit from the services offered at the UAH

Writing Center," contin- to offer. It will depend
upon consultant availabilued Roper.
Weekly appointments ity, continued Bell. "We
will also be affected. Stu- will try to have these apdents who want consistent pointments available durassistance through a ing the busy time of the
standing weekly appoint- day."
For tudents who truly
ment must sign up for a
weekly slot by 3:00 p.m. have difficulty fitting even
a short 30-rninute appointon Friday, January 11.
For the first time this ment into their schedule,
year, the Writing Center the Writing Center still ofwill also reserve several fers virtual con.c;ulting via
time slots for walk-in ap- their web site at
pointments. "Right now, www.uah.edu/ writing.
we don't know when the Assignments may be subwalk-in slots will be or
See Writing, Page 11
how many we will be able
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With the marketing throttle wide open (must...
resist. .. the urge to use a cheap Twain-esque "Ah'm
guvin' ye all she's got, Cap'n!"), our ears are full
of mostly empty promises of new technology. Few
are the people who tell us what technology can't
or shouJdn't do. Reasonable college football fans
must accept that picking #1 and #2 is a definite
"cannot". (fo be fair, we humans aren't all that
much better. BYU was ranked eiglrt/r?!)
Nebraska had little other than their high position in the BCS rankings to justify their bowl berth.
It seemed absurd that Nebraska would face Miami even though Colorado spanked the Huskers
during the regular season and that a team that
couldn't even win its 9wn conference had a shot
at the national title. Before the Rose Bowl was even
half-over, it was obvious that Nebraska did not
belong in Pasadena, especially given Oregon's
stunning performance a few days earlier.
Many times in this space I've mentioned that
our self-loathing makes us too easy to forsake the
wetware, i.e., the hapless humans, for "pure and
impartial" software. Has it really been so long
since the Intel (where quality is job 1.00004324)
FDIV bug was all over the papers?
Have we forgotten that humans develop the
models and implement.the software? Knuth once
said, "Science is what we understand well enough
to explain to a computer. Art is everything else."
According to this definition, ranking colJege football teams is definitely art. After Miami didn't go
to last year's Orange Bowl, the BCS committee
assured us that they'd fix the model. Whoops. Too
many variables could come into play, and no one
can predict which ones will need consideration in
a given year. Fixing and patching is how we got
the tax code, so let's please not inflict the same
madness on college football.
The worst aspect of this farce is that the BCS is
a bad solution to a problem that doesn't even exist. The BCS was sold as a way of producing an
undisputed champion. The ancient Greeks knew
that tournaments could do the same, and somehow this bit of divine knowledge miraculously
made the trip all the way from antiquity to now.
We're so eager to prove how evolved we are,
though, that we foolishly snub a simple, proven
concept for cacophony that encircled stoners might
dream up.
Even though the BCS has failed in both years
of its miserable existence, those who don't want a
playoff rationalize by attempting to argue economics. It's bunk for several reasons. A playoff
wouJdn't mean the end or diminution of the traditional bowls. For instance, I like pulling for SEC
teams (except Tennessee and Florida), so I watched
several games that had no title implications. For
the Jcjcker, imagine if you had bought advertising
in the second half of the Rose Bowl, when millions of wives and girlfriends gleefully cheered,
"The ones with the red son their helmets can't
win; tum it to EK-."

Read all our
news stories
online at
www.uahexponenlcom
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Town hall meetings to boost
student feedback and rapport
By 1iisha Bodine
For tlte F.rponent
Students will be able to
participate in an open discussion with the dean of
their respective colleges
monthly, beginning this
semester.
According to Leonard
Frederick, SGA's Speaker
of the House, these meetings, called ''town hall"
meetings are "to promote
more involvement of students in their respective
colleges, as well as to increase overall student involvement."
"A town hall refers to a
special type of meeting

that is generally run by
only a few individuals but
accepts input from a large
group of people," said
Frederick.
A difference in a town
hall meeting is that questions are asked of the main
speaker, as well as general
statements, according to
Frederick.
During the monthly
meetings, students will be
able to "voice their concerns within their individual colleges, as well as
pose any questions they
may
have,"
said
Frederick.
A similar meeting has
already occurred in the

College of Engineering,
according to Frederick.
Sponsored by the Engineering Student Council,
the meeting was "quite
successful."
An internal special
committee has been assigned the task of creating
a "letter of Resolution" to
be sent to each college's
Dean. The letters are actually memos that will seek
answers to additional
questions or point out
problems that are foreseen, according to
Frederick.
This letter of Resolution is to "give a set of proposed standards for the

meetings," said Frederick
Although a definite set
of guidelines has not been
set for the meetings, there
have been several suggestions, accord ing to
Frederick. Among the current suggestions is "to let
each college individually
design the meetings to include attendance by each
Dean [and] to have the
meetings run by the SGA
member from each college," said Frederick.
Special invitations for
the meetings, according to
Frederick, will be sent to
all the faculty members,
students and organizations within each college.

Across the Campus
Have you seen Lord of the Rings
and what did you think ofit? ,

Niko
Bates

Degennaro

Philosophy
Junior

Art Studio
Sophomore

''Yes, it's perfect."

Elissa

"Yes, it was visually stunning except for the car in
the back of one of the
scenes and a few other
glitches."

Bryan
Gould

James
•
Lewis

Computer
Science
Freshman

Computer
Science
Senior
"I saw it, the plot wal~
wonderful of course.
was beautiful visually, but
some of it looked made for
television."

"Good movie."
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Nursing students lend volleyball skills to Lady Chargers

t

By Gwynn
Schneider

tk.

On gaml' da)S, two of
UAH' s senior nur..ing stud en ts lay aside their
stethoscopes and pick up
a volleyball for thl' Ladv
Chargers Vollcyb,111 tc.1~.
Lindsay Dunham .1nd
Erin Denny arc Senior
ur..,tng students .1nd
both came to UM I on a
Volleyball scholar.hip
"They h.1ve really come
into their own, and ma lot
of matches, carried our
team," said Coach Laura
Taube.
Dunham tarted playing volleyball a a freshman m high school, where
she also played basketball
and softball. "I was at a
Unive rsity of Alabama
volleyball camp the summer before my senior year
and Coach Taube was
there working the camp
and she started talking to
me," aid Dunham.
After some calls and
letters, Dunham, from
Franklin Tenn~, committed her If to the Lady
Chargers and i an outside
hitter for the team.

News K-Tift'r
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Unsure of what major
to pur...ue, Dunham said,
"I took some health care
clas~., in high school and
I knew I wanted to do
something like physical
training or soml•thing
along the medical lines
and they (UAH) h.id .i
good nursing program, so
I decided to go with that."
Equally rcpn.•-,l'nting
the nursing department
on the court is Enn Dl'nny,
a senior nursing stud1mt
who holds the right side
hitter position Denny,
from St. Louis, M1s<-0uri,
played volleyball in high
c;chool, then played Club
Volleyball "Coach Toby
1ust called me out of the
blue one day, and brought
me down for a recruihng
v1s1t," said D •nny.
When asked how
Taube found Denny she
said, "I get .i lot of mailings from coaches and
club coaches, like after
kids play m high school,
they play club volleyball,
during the chool year
and I get a lot of information that way. She (Denny)
wa 5'9, a right side hitter,
left handed, (which was)
what I wa looking for,

and I got a tape, (a skills
as ·ssment video tape) on
her, and I watched the
tapc and she caml' for a
\'isit."
Dl nnv said shl' choSl.'
UAH s '\/ur-.ing program
becau-,e \.1y mom is a
nur-.e and my si.,ter 1s a
nur.;c and, ltke Lmdsav,
there wasn' t anything el · •
(bL·sides ursing) that I
wanted to do." Denny
~"·ants to work in Pediatrics or in the co-natal
Intensive Care Unit when
she graduates.
Taube, who 1s m her
eighth season as hc,1d volleyba I I coach at UAH,
said, "These two girls
have been hard working
tudents and player for
four year and team player . In some team , there
is a lot of j •a lousy that
goes on ... and for some
kid that i. really tough,
and ti might have b en
tough for these guys, but
they didn't how it."
According to Dunham,
"Volleyball help with
lead r hip kills, and you
meet o many people
when you play volleyball.
You can learn to deal with
more than one thing at a

In addition to honing their
nuralng 1klll1, Llnduy
Dunham and Erin Denny play
for UAH'1 Lady Chargera.
(Photo by Gwynn Schndder)

time."
Denny aid, "Playing
volleyball gives you the
discipline you need in the
nursing field, especially in
time management. When
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&
Aerobic Apparel

105 D Church Street
Madison. AL 35758
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Renowned astrophysicist, Sir
Ian Axford named Chan Scholar

Greek
Speak

In a recent press release,
Axford said, "
News Editor
'There, in Alabama, the
Recently, UAH officials place is full of space sciennamed Sir Jan Axford as ti t:, and astrophysicists,
the Pei-Ling Chan emi- which suits me right
nent scholar in a trophys- down to the ground.' "
According to Gentry,
ics.
Axford
will teach at UAH
Axford is the director
beginning
in August 2002.
emeritus of Germany's
Axford
will
teach and conMax Planck Institute. In
addition, he is a world-re- duct research during the
fall semesters for five
nowned astrophysicist.
"Sir Jan is one of the years. During the spring
leading lights of astro- semesters, it is likely that
phy ics," said University Axford will be in and out
spokesman Phillip Gentry. of UAH because he has
Axford was chosen as research commitments
the Chan eminent scholar elsewhere, according to
"because of his reputation Gentry.
Axford "will be designand his interest ," said Or.
John Fi>., dean of College ing and teaching a graduof Science.
ate cour.;e in plasma phys-

Heather Byland

By Patrick Bobo
Grttk Cohnmdst
snakembl~
hotmail.com

Happy ew Year! I hope everyone had a great
break. l know that I appreciated the time that I
had off from school. I can say with sincerity that
1t is good to be back, though.
Before school ended, the Greeks had their first
annual Tree Lighting in the UC. Despite setbacks
such as being forced to have it inside, the event
went well. There was a pretty good turnout, although it was 95% Greek, and the cider and
doughnuts were enjoyed by all.
Hopefully next year the Greeks can have a big
tree lighting with the big tree out ide, Pre ident
Franz to light the tree, and all the tinsel and fuss.
Thanks to ev<¥Yone that came out to support the
Lighting.
It i that time of the seme ter again: Ru h lime.
It is time to invigorate our organizations with fresh
faces and ideas, and it is one of the mos t important times for a chapter. Fraternity rush week is
January 14-21. If you are interested in rushing,
look for the rush boards, banners, and table set
up in and around the University Center.
Lambda Kappa Chapter of Delta Zeta is celebrating it's Twenty-Fifth Anniver ary Banquet is
this Saturday. This also marks the 100· Anniversary of Delta Zeta nationwide.
Sigma u also celebrates an anniversary on
January 19. This marks the Tenth Anniversary of
the Mu Beta Chapter, the youngest on UAH's campus.
Events hould begin picking up in the next fe ..v
weeks a we gel settled into our . chedule and
get through rush.
If you are considering rushing, do not be shy.
Attend rush evenh;, and see what the UAH Greeks
have to offer.
I hope the fir.;t week of school is going well for
you, and good luck with the re l of the seme ter.
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ic:.," said Fix. "He's going
to get involved in a lot of
projects," added Fix.
A search committee
chooses the Pei-Ling Chan
eminent scholar. The committee seeks out possible
candidates. They also accept suggestions for candidates. In essence, the
search committee looks
for som eon e wh o is
"prominent in their field,"
said Gen try. Also, they
look fo r someone wh ose
"researchin g and teaching
methods mesh with what
we' re doing here at
UAH," added Gentry.
"Ideally, the emi nent
scholar lends credence to
the institution," said Gentry.
"'Sir Ian is definitely a
major figure in plasma
physics and space physics,' " said Fix in a UAH
press release.
Axford is a native of
ew Zealand, and in 1995
was
named
"New
Zea lander of the Year." In

addition, he was knighted
in 1996. Axford was
awarded the Chapman
Medal of the Royal Astronomical Society and the
John Adam Fleming
Medal of th e American
Geoph ysical Union, according to a UAH press
release. Among other honors, Axford "was named a
fellow of the Royal Society,
London, a foreign associate of the National Academy of Sciences, an honorary fellow of the Royal
Society, ew Zealand, and
a fellow of the Academia
Europaea."
"The Pei-Ling Chan
eminent scholar chair in
astrophysics was endowed at UAH through a
gift from the family of Dr.
Chia-Hwa "Tony" Chan,
professor emeritus of
physics. Dr. Johannes van
Parad ijs was the first Chan
eminent scholar from 1993
until his death in 1999,"
according to a recent UAH
press release.

Concerned, continued from Page 1
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"joined at the hip" relationships.
"I think students
would be best served to
get to know a number of
people on a friendship
level and save the sexual
experiences for marital relationships," said Dr.
Cherryl Galle}~ a counselor at the UAH Counseling Center. For confidentiality n.ac;ons, she could
not comment on the
prevalence of hooking up
or "joining at the hip" at
UAH, but she said r esearch has shown that relationships involving cohabitation before marriage are less likely to end
in m arriage.
Many people questioned the study's findings, especially its statement that trad itional dating has been replaced by
hooking up or being overcommitted to a relationship.
azia Abbas, a senior
computer science major
said that, rather than bei~g extinct, dating is just
d ifferent now. Dating, as
our society defines it, has
not been around long in
the grand scheme of
things, she said.
"Perhaps the defini~ons have changed a
little," said Abbas.
Assoeiate Professor of
Sociology, Or. Nancy

Finley concurred. According to Finley, students
have redefined the term
"dating" and it now
means a more serious relationship than it used to.
"Real data show that
we' re not as promiscuous
as \.Ve think," said Finley.
People may be having
more se>., but with fewer
partner:,. Also, people are
postponing marriage to
sta} in school longer. IA--mographically, the older
people are when they get
married, the more likely
they are to have had P~
marital sex. The study 5
results may be demo·
graphic, rather than r~flecting a chan ge in attitude among today's college wom en, she said.
Also, it is d ifficult to get
accurate data about sex,
since people have differ·
ent ideas about what "a Jot
of sex" or "casual sex"
might mean. In her marriage and family claSS, responses to que st ion~
about how much se>people have vary by tirn~
of day and semeste~ 531
Finley.
.
The Institute for Amencan Values cond~cted th;
study by doing in-dep
interviews with 62 women
on 11 college camp use~
.·
and 20-minute phone m-.
1
terviews with
'
wom e n nationwide.

ooo
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Chargers open New- Year 'With a bang
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By Ronak Patel
Sports Llitor
The Chargers opened
the i\e\\ Y(ar with a bang
ot on) • did thcv shoot
lights out in their ddeat of
Arkansas Tech, but the
men's team al o \H'nt to
Florence, Al.1bama and
dcfoated the L A l ions
for their fm,t Gulf 'jouth
Conference win of the . •ac;on.
The C.hargers have
now won 1x c;traight and
their overall record now
lands at 10-3 ovuall
UAH 9', Arkamu Tech
76 (112)
Playing m front of the
Spragins Hall crowd for
the first time in the ew
Year, the UAH men's team
hot their way to a deciive 94-76 victory over
Arkansas Tech.
Zach Carpenter led the
way for the Charger. with
22 points, which included
a perfect 3-for-3 from
three-point land. Fred
"Ice" McGinnis cooled
down the oppo ition with
20 point of his own, including four three-pointers.
The first half c;aw Arkansas Tech hoot a solid
48.5 percent from th field,

but th t paled in compari•
on to
oach l.enn1t•
Acuff' squad. The homt'standing Chargers hot
61.3 pen·cnt from th field
( I Q-31) and led 4Q.39 at th,
half.
The one-two punch for
UAH wa the reason the
Chargers got oft to the hot
tart. Carpcntt•r rnrcd 12
u( h1 13 ltrst half point
in tht• opening ten mm•
ute of the conic t and
McGinni contribu ted
with 10 fir t half point. .
To open the .,econd
half, the Charg rs used a
17-8 run to increac; the
lead lo 68-44 over the
Wonder Boy .
For the game, UAH
hot an astronomical 56.7
percent from the field and
connected on 47.8 percent
of their three-pointers (11out of 23).
Other contributors for
the Chargers included
Trey Pmegar with 12
points,
Saevar
S1gurmund c;on contnb•
ut d with 11 points, and
·ven rebound .
Senior Andre l..lng had
perhaps his best game of
the sea!!Qn with 11 points,
five rebounds, and six asc;i ts.
UAH 65, UNA S7 (l/5)

To ay tht• Charger
n1.'l'dcd a wm m Florence
aturday would~ a gro'-s
und •r--tatemcnt. UAH entered the cont t with their
rival U, A at a 0,2 mark in
th• Gulf South Confer•
cnce. lher left with th 1r
fir;t win i-;, the GSC.
Buoyed by two longrangt• gunners, UAH
outlasted their archnval
65-57 .11 Flower Hall.
hris Scobey and Trey
Pm •gar combin •d for ix
thn.'l••pointers in the •c•
ond half as UAH managed to hold on for an imp re ive victory on the
road
C.cobey went to work
when the Charger were
trailing by a point with 14
mmut I ft in th game
He connect d on thr e
straight daggers in a twommute span to give UAH
a 44-38 lead with 11 minute left.
Th •n it was Pin gar'
tum. Pinegar added two
mo11 • thn.-c to th fray to
up UAH' lead to eight
points on two different
occasions.
Hi last three-pointer
gave UAH a 59-53 lead
with three minute left in
the contest. The Lions
would get no do r.

cobcy and Pinegar
finished with 12 points
apiece. Zach Carpenter
conltnul-d his outstanding
play in the ~cw Year with
11 points and " Ice"
McGinnis finished with
10. Andre l..lng continued
to be a talwart on the
gla , with 11 rebound .
The first half sa\, U A
torm out of the gall'" and
hold a 23-14 lead with five
minutes left.
That'. when UAH once
again turned to its best
weapon, the three-point
hot. Pinegar and Scobey
each conn •ct d from long
d1. lance while Saever
S1gurmund c;on drained a
mid-range iumper and a
pair of free throws to give
UAH a 10-0 run . The
Charger now lead 24-23.
They went on to build that
lead to 27-25 at the half.
The gam was nip and
tuck until Pinegar'c; threepoml r gave UAH the 5953 lead. A couple of layups by Carpenter and
McGinnis gave the Chargers a 63-54 lead with second left.
It was UAH'
beth
straight win and their
overall record now lands
at 10-3 overall.
U A fell to 3-9 overall

Charger

Sportsline
A BRIEF UPDATE ON UAH ATHLETICS

Men's Basketball
January

2 Home \rkans,h Tech W 94:76
5 Florene•, AL orth Alabama W 65:57

Women's Basketball
Dttember
KY Comm Recorder Cla ic
Highland Heights, KY
20 orthem Kentucky L 88:52
21 Florida Southern L54:53

January
5 Florence, AL• orth Alabama L 60-57

Hockey
December
28 Home •Wayne State L 4-1
29 Home •Wayne State L 6-4

January
4 Home Minnesota St-Mankato W 2--0
5 Home Mmnesota St -\ifankato L 5-1

and 0-3 in the GSC.
UAH will next play
We t
Georgia
tn

Carrollton, Georgia on
January 12 at 6·30 p.m
(central time).

Charger's hockey finally gets off the skid
By Keith Conrad
Sports mi/a'
The Charger hockey
team headed into this past
weekend winJ
in each
of their last five cont ts.
To make matter5 wor ,
the team was also facing
two road trips to begin the
new-year. UAH ended the
2001 portion of their season by losing back- toback game to Wayne
State 4-1 and 6-4 re pee·
lively. Combine that with
two los es and a tie in
their previous three games
and it didn't make for a
very ro y outlook for the
men in blue
If the Chargers were to
tum it around, it would
have to come at the expense of Minnesota Stateiankato. The iavericks
had their own problems,
however, a they entered
the series the proud owners of a four-game losing

treak.
The Mavericks proved
to be very aggre 1ve in
the fir t contest by outshooting UAH 37-26.
UAH goaltender "1ark
Byrne wa equally effective. Byrne deflected every
~1innesota State hot for
his eighth career hutout.
Bryne broke the Olargers'
hutout record of seven
held by Derek Puppa,
who helped lead UAH to
their first 'CAA Division
n litle.
The offen ive ontaught for the Charger
began at the 5 11 mark of
the opening period when
forward St ve CharlebotS
scored. Junior Joel
Bre ciani a i ted on
Charleboi 's goal.
Sophomore forward
Steve 1ilo v ki added a
second UAH goal with the
help of a Tyler Butler asi t, getting the be t of
1innesota-State

goaltender Jason Jensen.
The win for the Chargers was even more impresive coru idering the injury
bug that ha been flying
around the UAH locker
room all sea50n, The men
in blue were also without
the rvice5 of team-leading corer Karhs Z1mis,
who also leads th OiA in
scoring, and al o Je i
Oti . Both players were
suspended for a violation
of team ruJes.

MSU~UAHl
With the u pensions
over, 1t wa back to bu ines on Saturday night.
The Olargers now had the
benefit of adding their
mo t prolific scorer on the
sea. n to an already formidable offense.
However, Minne ota
State'
Jason Jen en
pro\edtobefarbetterprepared for the second meeting. Jensen nagged 32
~v en route to a S-1 win,

their first victory in ix
tri
Even with the added
punch of Z1rni , it was
imply a matter of UAH
wasting several key-scoring chance early m the
fir t penod. A Charger
turnover gave the Maverick a 2-0 lead at 16:32
mark in the first period as
B.J Able put a wrist hot
pa t Mark Byrne. Teammate Cole Bassett had
started the sconng at the
8:47 mark.
Steve
Milo evski
scored to bring the Olarg-

er. to within a goal at 2-1
with rune second to play
in the first stanza. It was
Milo vski' second goal
in the weekend series.
Both teams were held
corele s in the second
penod with the Chargers
gomg o;. ~3 in the power
play advantage.
The final period belonged to Mmnesota State
The Mavericks added
three unanswered goaJ ,
two of whtch were scored
byShaneJosephonass~ts
from B.J. Abel, who fini hed with a three-point

night. Byrne topped 22
shots in the defeat
Up next, the Charger
will take on ebraskaOmaha University in
Omaha,
ebraska on
January 11-12.
Then the men in blue
will begin the month of
February in the Great
Lak State. They will take
on St Cloud State in St.
Ooud, Minnesota.
The Chargers then return home for a two game
set agamst Findlay on February 8-9 at the Von Braun
Center.

If you have any comments on the
articles or the Sports section in
general, please contact Ronak
Patel, Sports Editor at
ro_93@hotmail.com
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New Year, same story for Lady Chargers

p

Ro's
'Ikke
By Ronak Patel
Sports Editor
ro_93@hotmail.com

Spurrier leaves
lasting legacy
At this point in the ew Year, after the bowl
games have been played and a national champion
has been crowned under the pathetic Bowl Championship Series System, the coaches' carousel begins in earnest.
Athletic directors from football schools fire their
coaches and hire new ones, in hopes of one day
fulfilling the aspirations of the alumni and themselves. And every year, someone hits the jackpot
and hires the one guy who transforms their program.
Last year, Maryland hit that jackpot with the
hiring of Ralph Friedgen. Friedgen, who was part
of Maryland's coaching staff in the mid 80's when
they were an ACC power, was Georgia Tech's offensive coordinator for the last several years before coming back to College Park, Maryland.
What he did this year was nothing short of
amazing. He turned a laughingstock Terrapin program into ACC Champs in one short year.
On January 2, the Florida Gators ousted his
Terrapin squad in the Orange Bowl. Their coach
was Steve Spurrier. He transformed not only a
school, but also a conference.
Spurrier came on board in Gainesville, FL in
1990 after a three-year stay in Durham, orth
Carolina where he actually won with the Duke
football squad (20-13-1). Spurrier was a Florida
Gator legend, having won the Heisman trophy
back in 1963 when he quarterbacked the Gators.
In twelve years at the helm of Florida University, Spurrier's record was 122-27-1. That also included six SEC Championships and one national
championship, which he won in 1996.
Spurrier did it his with a Fun 'n' Gun offense
that made quarterbacks Shane Matthews and
Danny Wuerffel look like legitimate FL prospects
and made running back Fred Taylor (perhaps his
most talented offensive player during his regime)
millions in the league. He also had wide receivers
Reidel Anthony and Jacquez Green believing they
were good enough to bypass their last year of eligibility and jump to the FL, where they have
been non-existent.
Spurrier won with a brash, cocky attitude that
was the envy of every SEC program. He once
bragged to a booster dub about a 30-point win
over Alabama, and then saw his UF squad pummel Alabama 35{) a couple of days later. He once
called Florida St. University "Free Shoes University'', and just had a recent run-in with Florida St.'s
athJetic director and their legendary coach, Bobby
Bowden, in the National Media.
ow he's gone, and now the debate begins.
Where does he rank along the greats of the coaching industry, does he rank along with " Bear"
Bryant, Woody Hayes, Bobby Bowden, or Joe
Paterno?
My answer is yes. He didn't have Bear's longevity, but the Bear didn't have Spurrier's dominance in this age of scholarship limits.
Spurrier dominated some of the SEC's better
coaches during his tenure. He went 3-0 against Pat
Dye. Heck, his first Florida team defeated Dye's
Auburn squad 48-7.
Gene Stallings went 1-5 against the arrogant
See Patel, Page 7
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mqt ~xponrnf
By Keith Conrad
Sports Miter
The Lady Chargers had
a less than pectacular end
to the 2001 portion of their
season. After losing to
Kentucky Weslyan 74-65,
the Chargers headed to
Highland, Kentucky for
some tournament action,
and fan.>d no better. Their
top offensive output were
the 53 points they scored
in their second match-up
with Kentucky Weslyan.
The setbacks not withstanding, there was some

season.
Unfortunately, the
UNA Lions handed UAH
their fourth consecutive
loss with a 60-57 victory in
overtime in Florence. The
Lady Chargers fell to 5-6
overall and 1-2 in their
conference. The UNA LiNorth Alabama 60, UAH ons improved to 7-4 and
3-0in the Gulf South Con57
Coming off of a disap- ference.
For the Chargers, Kim
pointing performance in
the Community Recorder Young added another
Oassic, the Lady Chargers double-double, scoring29
was looking to rebound points and snagging 13
and get over the break- rebounds. Young was the
even point for their young lone Lady Charger to
reach double-figures.
Taryn Causey led the
Lions with 23 points.
The game was knotted
at 25 at halftime. The Lady
Chargers were held completely scoreless for the
first eight and a half minutes of the second half.
Conversely, the Lions took
advantage of the C~argers
scoreless streak and
jumped out to a 12-point
lead.
Causey gave the Lions
a 37-25 lead on a pair of
free throws with 12:08 remaining. Young finally
rolled in a 12-footer to
break the ice with a little
over 11 minutes left in the
game. The basket ignited
a 17-4 run on which UAH
would not only pull even
Opponent
with the Lions, but go
'Ilme/Result
ahead for the first time in
Cumberland (DH)
11:00 a.m.
the half.
Cumberland (DH)
1:00p.m.
Rachael Highfield' 5
Delta State
2:00p.m.
lay-up put the Lady
Delta State
2:00p.m.
Chargers in front 42-4l
St. Joseph's (DH)
1:00 p.m.
with 7:21 left in the game.
Oakland Univ. (DH)
2:00p.m.
UNA eventually took a 50Oakland Univ.
2:00p.m.
48 lead with 27 second s
Oakland City (DH)
3:00p.m.
left on Causey's two free
throws makes.
Wisconsin-Parkside (DH)
2:00p.m.
Young tied the game of
Wisconsin-Parkside (DH)
1:00 p.m.
an
assist from ChryStalle
Tampa
7:00p.m.
Duncan,
sending th e
California (PA)
7:00p.m.
game into overtime.
Columbus State
3:00p.m.
In the extra period, ~e
California (PA)(DH)
3:00p.m.
Lady Chargers trailed_ m
California (PA)
1:00p.m.
the final minutes. With
•west Florida (DH)
2:00p.m.
time for one final posses*West Florida
1:00p.m.
sion, the Chargers got the
Kennesaw State
4:00 p.m.
ball to Young. She drove
•Lincoln Memorial (DH)
4:00p.m.
down the right side 0 ~ the
•Lincoln Memorial
1:00 p.m.
lane, pulled up and fired.
Georgia ColJ. & St.
6:00p.m.
The
shot g lanced off of the
Georgia ColJ. & St.
2:00p.m.
rim and UNA came away
orth Alabama
7:00p.m.
orth Alabama (DH)
with the rebound. . f
2:00p.m.
Causey hit a pair ~
Kennesaw State
free
throws and Katie
5:00p.m.
•Valdosta State (DH)
Caldwell's
3-pointer on
12:00 p.m.
•vaJdosta State
the
other
end
came up
1:00 p.m.
AlabamaA&M
short.
3:00p.m.
•Montevallo (DH)
The loss dropped the
2:00p.m.
•Montevallo
Lady
Chargers to 5-6 over1:00p.m.
West Georgia
all and to 1-2 in the GSC.
7:00p.m.
West Georgia (DH)
Up next the Lady
2:00p.m.
AlabamaA&M
Chargers will' take on West
3:00p.m.
•west Alabama (DH)
Georgia on Satu rd ay,
4:00p.m.
•West Alabama
January 12 in Carrollton,
1:00 p.m.
Georgia.
GSC Tournament
TBA

good news however. Senior guard Kim Young
captured her second consecutive Gulf South Conference Women's Basketball East Division Player
of the Week for the period
ending January 2.
Young averaged 24.5
points, 8.5 rebounds and
2.5 steals at the Community Recorder Classic in
Kentucky before the holiday break. Young also shot
47.5 percent from the field
and 42.9 percent from beyond the arc in 58 minutes
of play. She also added a

double-double against
Northern Kentucky with
23 points and 10 rebounds. Young finished
the tournament with 26
points and seven boards
in the Lady Chargers 5453 loss to Florida Southern.

We have changed our
reader deadlines!

All material must be turned into The
Exponent by Noon on the Monday
before publication in order to be
printed in that issue.
(Letters to the Editor, Oub Wire
Announcements, and Oassifieds)

2002 Baseball Schedule
Date Site
February
9
Home
Home
10
12
Cleveland, MS
13
Cleveland, MS
17
Home
23
Home
24
Home
Home
28
March
2
Home
3
Home
8
Montgomery, AL
9
Montgomery, AL
10
Montgomery, AL
Home
14
15
Home
16
Pensacola, FL
17
Pensacola, FL
20
Marietta, GA
23
Home
24
Home
26
Home
27
Home
29
Home
Home
30
April
2
Home
6
Valdosta, GA
Valdosta, GA
7
10
ormaJ,AL
13
Montevallo, AL
Montevallo, AL
14
19
Home
20
Home
24
onnal, AL
27
Livingston, AL
28
Livingston, AL
May
4-7
Millington, TN

..
..
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How absurd was this Rose Bowl?
By Steve Bisheff
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PASADE A, Calif.
Turns out, the onJy bigger
frauds than tho. e poor,
overmatched kids from
ebraska were the embarrassing bunch of BCS computer geeks who put them
in this game in the fir I
place.
The Comhu:;kers were
o. 4 in both polls and
played ltke they were o.
40.
Oregon was o 2 and
left to it home, watch and
wonder on this final, frustrating day of the college
football ~ason.
How absurd.
Only tho e guys who
spend all their time staring
intently at thdr PC momtor in isted the Ducks
didn't belong in the Ro.
Bowl on Thursday
Everyone else knew
better.
Oregon was at least the
econd-best team in
America.
Maybe it couldn' t have
beaten a Miami group that
lived up to every bit of its
undefeated, o. 1 reput,1tion on the way to mauling
the Hu kers, 37-14, before
93,781 in the Arroyo Seco.
But we'll never know.
Because the be:;t potenltaJ
game of the season, the
perfect dimacbc match-up,
will never come off
"Obviously, the polls
had us o. 2 for a reason,"
said Oregon coach Mike
Bellotti, who wa a TV
commentator m the Rose
Bowl press box "We
wouJd have loved a chance
to play these guy ."
And we would have
loved a chance to see it.
Instead, we were forced
to watch a game that had
about as much suspense as
a Southern California
weather report. In July.
Rarely, if eve~ m the 88year history of tlus tradition-rich bowl game has
there been a first half as
lop 1ded a th1 one A
tu.mover-prone ebraska
team that had given up 62

points against Colorado
coughed up 34 more in the
first 30 minutes here
Thur.day. That' 9b pomb
allowed in i, quarters,
At which point, you
could onlv imagine Jo y
Harrington and the guys
from Oregon wanltng to
tell those computer g~ks
where they could stick
their final rankings.
The favored Hurricanes, overwhelmingly
faster and more athletic,
with a pa-.sing attack as
sophistic.ited as anything
this s1di.> of St. Louis, just
toyed with the Huo;ke~.
The 34-pomt lead they
piled up just as easily
could have oc>cn 50 with a
couple of breaks.
ebr.1ska, with the
facl~ of 1b 60,000 or so fans
slowly turning as red as
th •tr wardrobes, counll'n.>d
with 1b Crouch-mg ttgcr of
a quartcrb.1ck. Excl'pt
M1am1's takl'awav dl'fon~
pro\ed to be anything but
a hidden dragon.
It didn' t help, of course,
th.11 the Huskers, down ,1
couple of touchdowns almo-.t tx>fore th 'Y madi.> 11
out of th ' tunnel, tned to
play catch up with th •tr
\'aunted pas offense of the
•~ - the I 90&,
He, man Trophy winner Eric Crouch i a terrific
football player, as tough a
an old leather helmet. But
he has to beat you with h1S
legs, not h1s arm.
And once the Hurncanes shut down the ebra ka running game,
Coach Frank SoUch's team
had no other - ah m - option.
"The on thing we had
m our mind," said Solich,
"is that we were going to
win the turnover battle
Then we had tho. lru'\!e
big turnovers in the fin.t
haJf."
It didn't help, either,
that Sohch failed to how
any faith m his offense
early, m the few bnef moment:; when hi team was
still m this thing.
Down 7-0 late in the
flfst
qu.arter,
the
Comhuskers had a fourth
and 7 at the Miami 33. If

Patei continued from Page 6
coach who often dawned And you can bet the enbre
visors on autumn Satur- SEC is reJoicing. But don' t
fret for Florida to long.
days.
The
Gators will hire a
And Philltp Fulmer,
great
coach and they will
Tennessee's outstanding
continue
to win.
head coach, didn' t get the
But
the
new coach,
upper hand on Spurner
until this year, when his doesn't matter how highly
Vols squad finally won at regarded he is, w11l have
the
"Swamp"
in to tackle the legacy be:.et
by Spurrier.
Gainesville
ow, Spurrier's gone.

they had goni.> for 1t and
made it, they might have
had cnough momentum to
~re the tying touchdown,
one that could have
chang d the enhre tone of
the first 30 minutl>:-.
ln~t ad, Solich ordered
a pooch punt, giving the
Humcan the ball back
Fl\ play later, tailback
Clinton Porfr., bu ted a 39yard touchdown run and
the 11am, rout wa on
"M1am1 iust came out of
th• blocks agam.-.t us," !-,,ltd
cbra-.ka tailback Dahrran
Diedrick. '"They scored
those 21 qutek pomb, and
we had to play catch-up
hke we did again-.t Color.1do. And that's not our
game."
The b,gge I difference
betwc •n th • teams was
thcirspc~ .
The Hurricanes wl're
Porsches . The HuskNs
were more like Honda ,vie..
Miami receiver Andre
John .on was running fn.-e
m the ebraska ~ondarv

for the whole game And
hb fdlow Ro • Bowl MVP,
Ken Dorsev, had httle
trouble find1~g him, or any
number of other, wide
open targets.
" It'. hard to wall0\\~
said
Cornhuskers
cornerback Keyuo Craver,
\\ho pent mo t of the
evening looking at the
back of Johnson' o 5 jer. •y. "\,\'e knew they were
good. They proved that to
everybody tonight."
Thl'y mo t cl'rtainly did
that. Miami is rcm.irkablv
well balanced, begmmng
with th.11 maso;ivc offen1ve ltne, and a dcforu.e that
is so quick to the ball it
take:. your breath away.
The Humcane-. are 120, having overcome a
couple of do~ calls to"-'main unbeaten, som thing
Oregon could not do.
obody 1s debating
where they belong in
today' final, ason-endmg polls. The ' Canes are
1\o 1, no argument
The only sad part 1 ,
11

they got there without oc'mg t •-.tcd by the real ~ ond-b..-...t team.
A year ago, it wa Miami that had to 1t th re
with that empty feeling m
the ptl of 11 tomach. It
-.hould have been the Hurrican , not Florida Stat ,
in the B title game
Th, year 11 was Oregon
that got hafted.
Tell me the Ducks, with
Hamngton throwmg those
la. •r-like spirals to Keenan
Howry and Co., wouldn't
havi.> gtvln Miami a better
battle than poor, one-di-

mcn.soonal •b<a ka,
'
The Rose and Fiesta
bowl. hould ha\'e been
the emifinals. The final
game hould have been the
one we're all ltll aching to
see, Miami v Oregon.
o one knows that bett r than th Ducks' Bellotti.
You could see it wntten all
over his face Thur.day.
HObv1ou ly," Bellotti
aid, "I've had better
day.."
So ha college footb.111,
Mike. So has college football

If you have !!!Di! comp ut er need s _
c.a ll th•

-IT~eiehs
--!:.aD:::J r.'.

mn~ff31i"'
JI

I wll teach

)OU

howto build,you

O'\Ml

system or build It for you
W.atch .a 1V or .a m ovle o n .a co mput er
vou built for vour•e lf
C om,1.tt 1919
$95

vn•m r-an91n9 fr-om
to:$89500

Call or• m.ailfor det.ail•
,..,..,"'-"-...,.,.~"-&-DL.>"""'-'.....,.;>UJ.J.. /
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2002 Softball Schedule
TI.me/Result

Date Site
February

Opponent

10
15
15
15
16
16
16

Pulaski, TN
Tunica, M
Tumca, MS
Tunica, MS
Tunica, M
Tunica, M
Turuca, MS
Valdo ta, GA
Valdo ta, GA
Vaid ta, GA
Vaid t.1, GA
Valdo ta, GA
Pensacola, FL

\,1artm Methodi t
GSCCro sover
GSC Crossover
GSC Cro sover
GSC Cro ver
GSC Crossover
GSCCro ver
•Valdo ta Stat
GSC I C Cro. sover
GSC SSC Cro ver
GSC/C.SC. Crossover
GSC/SSC Crossover
West Florida

Home
Home
Columbu , t-.15
Tampa, FL
Tampa, FL
Home
Columbus, GA
Columbus, GA
Columbus, GA
L1vmg ton, AL
Marietta, GA
Marietta, GA
Marietta, GA
Manetta, GA
Manetta, GA
Aorence, AL
Home
Home

William Carey
Spnng HdJ
Mtss. Uruv. for Women
Samt Leo lnvitabonaJ
Saint Leo Invitational
W t Georgia
Columbus State Tournament
Columbu State Tournament
Columbus State Tournament
West AJabama
Kennesaw State O
ic
Kenn~aw State Oassic
Kennesaw State O
ic
Kennesaw State Oassic
Kennesaw State Oa c
• orth Alabama
• 1.i . Univ. for Women
Athens State

Carrollton, GA
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Athens, AL
Home
Harrogate

·w~t Georgia
•west Alabama
1artin ~1ethodi t
•uncoln Memorial
•West Florida
•Valdo ta State
Athens, AL
•\:orth Alabama
•Lincoln 1emorial

2:00 pm.
1:00 pm.
1:00 p.m.
3:00 p .m .
1:00 p.m.
1:00 p.m.
1:00p.m.
1:00 p.m .
12:00 p.m.

Meridian, MS

GSC Tournament

TBA

22
23
23
24
24
27

Delta State
Arkansa -Monticello
Southern Arkansas
Henderson Stat
Southern Illinois
Central Arkansa
Barry
Eckerd

Lynn
T.1mpa

1:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
4:00 p .m.
8:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.
11:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m .
10:00 a.m.
12:00 p.m.
4:00p.m.

March
2
3

6
8

13
15
15
15

20
22
23
23
23
24
27
29
30

Aprll
4
6

7
9
13

14
20
21

27

Florida Southern
Samt Leo
California (PA}
Georgia Coll. & St.
Kenne.aw State
orth Florida

Annstrong Atlantic
Kenne.aw State
orth Florida
Columbu State

12:00 p.m.
12:00 p.m.
3 :30 p .m.
11:00 a.m.
1:00 pm.
5:00 p.m.
10:00 a .m
2:00p.m .
6:00 p.m.
3:30p.m.
4:00p.m.
9:00a.m.
11:00 a.m.
5:00p.m.
:OOa.m.
4·00p.m.
5:00 p.m .
1.00p.m

May
4-5
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Entertainment
The Five

Buddy's comin' to Huntsville
By Jorge J. Raub

the Rol'ing Stone , as well
as countless other artists
who followed him as well
Dt.•ccmbcr 3, 1959 will a-. nnered his songs.
forewr bc known as "The Many of his greatest hits
Dav the .\1usic Died" but arc fo.itured in this rauthe· music will bc alive and cous and lively musical,
well thb WL>ckend when which has enjoyed a\.\ ardthe Von Braun Center pre- "' inning success on
sents R111!t{11... The R11d,~11 Broadway and London' s
llol/11 Sl,m1.
\.-\c~t End. Budd_v Hol~vfeaBudd,i chronicles the tures a sampling of the
singer's short career a~ tunl.>s that made Holly one
one of the piont-crs of rock of the mo I important perand roll. That can.>er may former-. of popular music.
have lasted only h,·o short Among tho e songs are
years, but in th~t time ~w "Peggy Sue," "That'll Be
record-breaking uccess. The Day," and "Oh Boy."
The play reflects Holly' s
Also featu red in the
humble beginning as a
how are Ritchie Valens
country-western singer m performing his hit "La
the west Texas town of Bamba" and The Big
Lubbock. Along the way, Bopper doing his rendihe formed a band known tion of "Chantilly Lace."
as the Crickets and they
B11dd11... The B11dd11
bt'Came the first white act Holly Sloryis a celebratio~
al Harlem' famed Apollo ofthelifeand time::.ofone
Theatre. The show's flnale of rock and roll's early
recrealt>s Holly's last con- greats. Be sure and catch
cert with Ritchie Valens, this tribute to a bygone era
The Big Bopper, and Dion when rock was young and
before he took the ill-fated the music was king.
flight that would claim his
Five performances are
life.
sche dule d for Friday,
Buddy Holly and his January 11 through Sunmusic were said to be ma- day, January 13. Call the
jor influences for g roups BTL Office at 518-6155 for Bennett Dunn portrays Buddy Holly in The Broadway Thea.be
s uch as The Beatles and ticket information.
League's production of Blllltly•..'/ 1,e B11tltly Holly Story. (Photo
Entms,flmtmt Writer

Spot
By Paul Lindgren
E11tm11imnmt
Col1111111ist
atch220000ylitoo.com

The Lone

Envoy
"We are on final approach to the LZ," . .1id the
pilot. Paul saw the.? Gn.>en Beret ched. their weapons twice, and lean on their knt>e. as though bracing for ~me real trouble. Paul Moore closed his
eye~ and recalled the past two weeks ince September 11 that had led to this, the most important
mi sion of his life in the foreboding reaches of
Badakhshan, in northern Afghanistan.
H remembered the chao that swept Wa hington that fateful day. He Wil evJcuated from hi
office in the State Department and worked out of
a ballroom at the Watergate phoning dozens of U.S.
emba ie abroad. But it was on the third day that
after a meeting with the \.Vhite House Security
Council he was thumbed as the initial U.S. envoy
to the orthem Alliance. He could not refuse, as
much as hi wife and nine year old daughter had
hoped he would. He would help forge a unified
front among the many tribes who once fought for
Ahmad Shah Masood, the charismatic leader of
the orthern Alliance who was assassinated by
Al-Queda operatives only days before they struck
the United States.
There was that entire week of meetings and
memorial services with little sleep. Intelligence
on Afghanistan, and on the orthern Alliance in
particular, was remarkably poor. That was the
legacy of the previous administration. Hours were
pent in briefing, and on reading, and warnng on
faxe , and brow ing photographs. Then at la the
found himself on a red~ye flight aboard an Air
Force DC-10 with a band of CIA, DIA, and Special Fore · types bound for Paki tan. H 1s only !>taff
was a tran lator, and an a sociate he had met at
th U.S ron ulate in I lamabad .
Jean LeH •use wa a French photojoumafo,t m
• 'orthcm Afgham tan who earned a second paych !Ck from French intellig •nee. He ric;ked hi. life
in blowing hie; cover to arrange a m ting heh, c-cn
th Uzbek general Wakil Tana, and the first LS.
team in Afghanistan, a team of which Paul wa.
leading.
The old Paki tam Mil- chopper rounded a
sharp ridge, bringing into view the blue smoke
marker that indicated the landing zone. There
were two orthem Alliance tanks and a cluster of
ragged c;old1ers warnng by the LZ, their weapon
keen and ready. It was only natural that Americans were untrustworthy in that part of the world.
The helicopter set down on the de~rt floor in a
blinding spray of du t. For several minutes there
was c;iJence, then one of the Special Forres soldiers
tapped on PauJ' c;houlder
'Tm going to escort you both outside. If there
is any trouble, I want you to duck and dive back
into this helicopter as fast as you can and it will

See Lind~ Page 10

courtesy of The Broadway Thea.tre ~ e )

H'ville artist ''pours" life into
her artwork through diversity
By Matt Tanton
Entms,btmn,t Writer

Geisha girls, sumo
wre tier , plastic "yupo"
paper, and vivid liquid
watercolors are the combination of elements that
1ary Marguertio "Marty"
Vinz uc;es in her current
art cxpenments, with an
end re ult that i quite
stunning.
Imagine if you can a
piece of glas or plastic
with water poured all over
it. The glass or plastic
does not soak up the water like a piece of cloth
does. Instead the water
forms all different izes of
"ameba-hke" shapes on
the glass.
ow imagine
deep, rich watercolors

swi rled together on a
piece of glass or plastic,
with an almost perfect
black lme drawing of a
Japane e gei ha girl on
top.
If you can imagine thi ,
you can get an idea of the
current art creations of
Vinz_ It is almo~t impo~sible to take your eyes of
one of Vinz' s creations.
They are that stunning.
The type of creation mentioned above is just one of
many mediums that Vmz
explores. It can only be
labeled "experimental"
because there is really no
name for that kind of art.
Like many artists, she
chooses to explore as
many artisbc mediums as
possible.

www.uahexponenlcom

" I wish I could settle
down to just one style because people get to know
you pretty well when you
do that, but I just like the
challenge of the process
and finding out what can
happen," says Vinz.
In her lengthy career as
an artist, Vinz has explored (and taught) many
mediums.
Her current pastel
work includes such subjects as landscape scenes.
They are painte d with
very rich colors, and have
a very dream-like quality
to them. This is a quite
vague description, but one
has to see it for his or herself to understand.
Vinz is originally from
Birmingham, Alabama.
She attended the University of Alabama in
Tuscaloosa and earned a
degree in art education.
She then moved to Hunts-

ville with her husband
(who worked for ASA
a rmy at the time) in 1959,
and has been here ever
since.
Vinz has taught at
many of the schools in
Huntsville, and she has
also taught classes and
workshop for the HunL,ville Art League (where
she is presently on the
workshop committee).
Her artwork is also currently displayed at the
HAL gallery.
.
Words are cheap. It ts
very difficult to do justice
to this woman's excep·
tional artwork with mere
phrases and suggested
mental images. It must be
experienced in person to
be understood, not juSt
d escribed. Vinz shows
w ith her work that art really has no boundaries,
and it is only limited by
the artist's v ision.
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Movie Review: The Lord ofthe Rings: For fans only
By Serena Baugh
E11tm11iltment Writer

-

Tlrt• Lord of tire Rm_'?.,:
Tlrl' Fdlom,/up of !!rt Rrir_i:,
starring Elijah Wood and
Ian McKellcn among others, is the first part of a
thn..>e-part movie series inspi red by the famous
book, Lord t!/ llu• R11~\'·' by
J R R Tolkien. Peter Jackson took on this elaborate
project, in which he and
the cast took eighteen
months in order to film all
thn.•e p.uts of the trilogy at
the same time. Jackson's
desire to be thorough
m.ide Tire Fdlot1>:,;/11j1 ,fI/rt•
Rm.i: quite long, but it is
well \\ ritten and mostl}
worth the three hours of
viewing time.

Tl,,, Fel/ow:Jrip of tire
Ri11s is about a young
hobbit named Frodo
(Wood) who inherits a
ring with the power to
control the world However, the onl}' power that
it will bring everyone is
the povver of self-de::,truction because the ring will
only have ,ts true u · to
enslave Middle Earth with its creator and owner,
Sauron. Therefore, Frodo
must destroy the ring in
order to nd their world of
its evil powers.

fany characters aid
Frodo, tncluding a wizard
named Gandalf the Grev
(McKellen), a hobbit
named C.am (Scan A ltn).
an elf n.imt.>d Arwt.>n (LI\'
Tylt.>r), and manv others.
Tht.> ca.,t line-up i., quite
imprt.>ss1vc with manv
other btg nam •s invoh l>d
The fact th.it '-O many a~n ~ actors took a p.ut in

Tire Fdlou'Sl11j1 ,f tire Rms

adds notonety to a pn>J d
that could ha\ e been nwt
with .,kepllctsm 1f not
done properly. I hi 1 ~ --cause doing a cult cla ,.1c
is a doubll>-Cdgcd sword:
if done properly in the
movie world, the d ram,1hc
elemenb \\ ill be nt.>edcd,
but with these clement-.
the followl•~ of the book
will become cnragl•d.

Tire Fdlow.,lup of /Ir,·
Rrirs may al be a break•
ing point in Wood's c,m: •r.
However, the great dan•
ger of typecasltng could
occur
ot that there arc
many "hobb,ts" in sen: 'n•
plays, but the fantasy
thl . ne movie genre may
try to cl.11m him as a cap•
ttve. In a recent inten:i •w
Wood s.iid that he did not
want to ever work in the
fantasy theme genre
again. so this c uld be a
wise decision for the

young actor. At the m
hme, ,f no other offers
com • tn, he might get de •
peratc and giVl• m for
money. Many actors have
b(>cn acnftccd at that dcstructivt.' altar. Just a,.k
Corev Haim
There arc a few problem \\ 1th n1r FdloT11sl11pof
/Ire Rrirs. The 11\0\'ic I
about thn.-e hour long It
for somc reason o ne i not
tnto fantasy, then they" 111
bc<.·omc enraged nd tart
a movie tht.>atcr riot after
th" hrst two hours and still
nothing ha rt•,111 • hap•
pened. I hl' sen pt I not so
well written that t.'\'l'n
non•fant,1 ..y pl'(lph• would
enio · it becau "' tn an attl•mpt to be clo!. • to the
actual written book, the
cn-cnplay is VE·RY (to the
point of being an,11) dl••
tailed . And JU t thmk- ,t
tOl.lk them th~ • hours to
come up \\ ith all of thi
and there are still two
more movies to go!
&, 1f one doesn' t love
the m.iterial, they could
end up mad for sitting
throughout the whole
movie JU t to find that 1t
ends in th• middle of the
action. Tht.>re is no conclus1on becau • 1t ts •ttmg
the tage for part two.
This is another thing that

Caladriel (Cate B1.tnchett) con,ola Frodo {ElJJah Wood) in ew Line'• Tiu Loni of 1M Rm · T1u
hl/Ofll1Sltl11 oftltL Rlt,g. (Picture tum from www.yahoo.com)

mak •~ T1u~Frl/11wsl11j1,ftlre
Ri11s not a very good
" movie" cxpl'riencc. After thn: • hours of watchmg everyone almo-.t die a
fow tim (and S<lme actu·
ally dying), it just ..tops! It
1s almost ltkc a mmt• •ncs
rather than a movie. To
make things worse, we
won't know the conclus1on unltl two more year~
because they plan to re•
lea!,(.' on • t.'ach on the n •xt
two Christma ... That i
unlt.>,s people go and read
th book, but that docs not
ensure that the movies

will ltne-up with the book
exactly
So, go Sl.'C 77,e ford ,f/Ire

Rrirs.,: 77,e Fdlou'.5!11p <!Itire
Rrir,\' if you cnJOY paying

almo~t ten bucks to • a
glorifil>d mini•scri ~ about
a world of fanta<,y that requires ins1d • knowledge
to what .i hobbit is. Stay
away if you hate fantasythe movie's length and
thoroughne s requires a
devoted fan and not a per~n going on a date with a
devoted fan Thi might
cau. • problem because if
you Crtltc1ze 1111yl/ri11s

about th• movie to your
date/d vo ,J fan, the said
person might dump you
for som ·one who spend
their free time playing
Dungeon and Dragon .

Grammy displays near perfect pitch
It
0

By Jim Farber
New lflrk D11lly Nn116
{KRT)

Drat! Once again, the
Grammys have ruined a
critic's favorite pastime:
grousing.
This year's nominees_
led by U2, Alicia Keys,
OutKast, Bob Dylan and
India.Arie _ offer few opportunities for informed
di sent Together, they follow the Grammys' recent
bent for compiling mainly
reasonable list!> of com-

petitors The outcome of
2001's battle will be announced Feb 27, ltve from
the Staples Cent r in Lo
Angeles.
But, oh, how this year's
list make m pine for the
blinkered old day _ when
a rank public-service announcement, "W Are th
World," could vie for (and
win!) Best Record. Or
when the flea-hke Taste of
Honey could trounce a
lion like Elvt. Co tdlo for
Be t New Artist.
Then, we really had

something to howl about.
Th, year, the loude t
complaint i that the
awards may well induce a
nattonw1de case of deJa

vu.
U2 won last year' s Bc!,t
Record and Song for
*Bl'auttful Day." Those
lnc:h do-gooders could
ea 1ly snag the same
pnzc this time for \.\.alk
On" (Rl'Cord) and ' tuck
in a ~foment" (Song),
while pthng on B ..t Album for " All You Can't
Lca,c Behind .n

But would that be o
bad? Certainly, U2's album c;eem even deeper
now than it did at fir t
blu h
The Grammy voters
al~ had reason th, year
to honor uch work as
Dylan' "Love and Theft"
(up for four p ~ , including
Be t
Album),
OutKast's "Stankon1a"
(the be t reviewed rap
record of the year) and the
"O Brother, Where Art
Thou?" oundtrack (the
mo t unlikely c:eller of

Tlte Exponents Weekly Top Ten
Top Ten Songs
#1 "Ho\\ You Remind Me", 1ckelback
#2 "U Got It Bad'', Usher
#3 "Family Affair", Mary J. Blige
#4 "Get The Party StartedH, Pink
#5 "Hero", Enrique Iglesias
#6 "Always On Tune", Ja Rule Featuring Ashanti
#7 "My Sacrifice", Creed
#8 "Whenever", Wherever, Shakira
#9 "A Woman's Worth", Alicia Key
#10 "Difference ", Ginuwine

lnjim1111/ron courtesy ofU'll.'lJ.1.brl/f'()(Jrd.com.
Top Tm Mo-via
#1 Lordof/Ire Rings: 77~ Fel/ou,s/up ofthe Rins, Weekend:
23 million, Total Gross: 205 millton
#2 A Beaul(lul Mind, \i\'eekend: 17 million. Total Gro :

.2 m1lhon
#3 Om1n:,· Elt't'nl, Wl>ckend : 11. milhon, Total Gro~ :
152 million
#4 /imm_11 Neutron · Boy Geniu.,, Weekend: 9.2 million.
Total Gro,s: 62 - million
#- Rayo/ TenL'nlVlum.,, The W~kend: .8 million. Total
Gro, : 21 million
#6 Air, \.\'eekend: 7.6 million, Total Gro : 50.0 million
#7 Vanrl/11 Sl.y, Weekend: 7.4 million, Total Gro, : 1.3
million
# KPtc&Lropdd, W~kend:6.7mtllion. TotalGro 31.1
million
#9 H11rry Poller 11nd tire Som-rrr:.; Slo,u•, Weekend: 6.1
million, 300 million
#10 ,\-fo11slm', Inc., Weekend: 4 million. Total Gro : 244
million

lr!fom111/io11 courtesy ofU'U'U! rinilb.ronr.

2001).
Few critics could argu with the anointing of
Alioa Keys in the cat gories of Song and Record
for "Fallin'," as well as the
Be:,t ew Artist tatuette
(who e facade already
hould have her name
chi. led in).
One c:urprise thi year
1 India.Arie, who 1s nominated tn all the top lots.
h 's a well-liked acoustic
soul •arti t who nonetheJc, probably will end up
like Paula Cole _ another
much-nominated arti t
who "lnt home with

Stt Gnmmy, Page 10

1-11 to 1-17
fonster' Inc. (C) 12.15
2;30 445 7;00 9:15
'ot Anoth r Teen Movie
(R) 3.15 7:15 9:15

Vanilla ky. (R) 1 00 4 00
7;00 9:30
Kate & Leopold (PG-13)
1:15 4·00 7:00 9 ·1,()
Lord of The Rmg, (PG-13)

1200 335""7.10

Joe Som body_ (PG) 3.00
5 15 7;.JO 9 45

Behind Enemr lines f PG13) 4 00 ,:00 9 JS'
How Hum (R) 1:20 3.20

5 20 ; ;l(J 9.20

Ham· Potter tPG) 12 00
3:00 6 00 9.00

Win 7ickets to the Movies/
Movie liivia:
ame all three title:, (book or movie) that make
up 17te lord of//,r Rinr:. tnlog}:

The £int 2 people with the coned answer for the
Movie 1nm will win movie tickrts. ONLY2 pain
of tickets will be given away uch week. No phone
alls or notes will be accepted. TI.ckm for any trim
will be diatribu~ on a fint come, first lerVe ba.sia
from 1 - 3 p.m. on Tuesday. No one who hu won in
the lut month ia eligible for any contest or trivia.
Pleue tee Jmnifer Sharp in Gr "I.rp..,wt office only
between the houn specified above. Ilcbts good at
Deatutt and Huntsville Carmib locations.
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Community Calendar of Events
January10
Faculty Senate meeting, Chancellor's Address, Chan
Auditorium, 12:45 p.m.
January10
Martin Luther King, Jr. Day Commemoration, University Center Exhibit Hall, 4 p.m.
January ll
Huntsville Flight vs. Roanoke-This is Huntsville's
own NBA Development League. Let your Basketball
Dreams take a flight. Von Braun Center Arena at 7 p.m.
Call 429-1000 for more information or group, corporate or special event rates. www.huntsvilleflight.com
January 11-13
"Rave On"-The Buddy Holly Story-The Broadway
Theatre League's bringing Buddy back and raising the
roof in theatres across the nation. Von Braun Center
Concert Hall Friday 8 p.m., Saturday 2 p.m. and 8 p.m.
and Sunday 2 p.m. and 7 p.m. www.btleague.org or
518-6155.
)

Janu.ary12
HCMG presents Susanna Phillips, soprano, choirs of
Trinity United Methodist Church and Episcopal
Church of the ativity, Ken Watters Group, Bibi
Black, and Ars ova School of the Arts, Trinity
United Methodist Church, 7:30 p.m.
January 14
Basketball vs. OakJand City, Spragins Hall, Women's
Game at 5:30 p.m., Men's Game at 7:30 p.m.
January14
Harlem Globetrotters -Slammin' and Jammin' in
Huntsville! Von Braun Center Arena at 7 p.m. Call
533-1953 or visit www.vonbrauncenter.com. Admission charged.

Financial Aid
until

January15
ight, University Center Exhibit Hall, 7
9
p.m.

January16
International Food Fair, Union Grove Gallery, 7 p.m.

I

January12
Huntsville Flight vs. Mobile--This is Huntsville's own
BA Development League. Let your basketball dreams
take a flight. This fame will have Fox Sports coverage.
Von Braun Center Arena at 2 p.m. Call 429-1000 for
more information.

January16
ACE presents comedian Kivi Rogers, University Center,
Room
146
(Mom's),
9
p.m., $2, free to UAH students.

January 18-20, 24-26
Wail Until Dork, Frederick Knott's classic tale of
suspense ... a blind woman is terrorized in her
own home by a sinister criminal... until she finds the
courage to turn the tables and fight back.
January18
RELACS: "Judgement and Decision Making," Dr. Jon
Pettibone,
P~ychology,
Union
Grove
Gallery,
3:30
p.m.
January18
Faculty recital with Robert Gifford, flute, and Melinda
Parrish, piano, Roberts Recital Hall, 7:30 p.m.
January 19
Basketball vs. Valdosta State, Spragins Hall, Women's
Game at 5 p.m., Men's Game at 7 p.m.; Nike Freestyle
Performers Basketball Show, at halftime of the men's
game.

Martin

Luther

January21
King, Jr.

Day

holiday.

January22
ACE concert, Dominique Gaudious, guitar, University
Center, Room 146 (Mom's), 9 p.m. (free).

Grammy, continued from Page 9

ST OF BOTH WORLDS
TRADI110NALMEDICAL CARE
AND ALTERNATIVE MEDIGNE
You won't hnc to try to dcadc anymore which type of

health cue is right for you!
With our staff of Medical
Physicwu, Naturopaduc

PhJ1lCtlDS and Ouropmctic

IP NOTIHNG ELSE HAS WORKED
GET HELP TODAY wrn1 TiiBSE
CONDmONS
• HIGH BLOOD PRESSUllE

• ODlONIC FATIGUE, PIBR.OMYALClA
• PB.MA.LE. HORMONE PROBLEMS
• Olla.JU.TION PllOBU!MS, HRAIIT

DISBASB
• OIGESilVE DISORDERS

• OillONIC YEAST INFECTIONS
• ADD&ADHD
• BACl1.'JUAI. AND VI1tAL INPBCllO 'S

MOST INSURANCE ACCEPTED
ALlDMATIW lalMCINll WOC&ATD
PO&TBF.
Uff llAUeHrllt ltOAD
TA TNE!'.'TOP
IMPLBTO C0'9PLEX
DEA.LTD P&OBL£11R OR. DEBRA V. C11U..1AM
Phone:
•
ATl &~LLl"
DC, NO
OR. Pft1NaSS
722-0555
ROBINSOllt MD
OR. HOWARD OIUJAM

830-5135

bupkiss. No reflection on
Arie, it's just that the competition she faces is too
stiff.
Similarly, no one expected the folk-rock act
Train to ride off with nods
in the Song and Record
slots for the melodic
"Drops of Jupiter." But, for
the same reason as Arie,
they shouldn't even
bother showing.
Resolute naysayers still
may complain that in or-

der to rate a Grammy you
must have made a significant commercial splash.
True, the hotshots this
time all went gold, if not
platinum, with their releases.
But the Grammys
aren't like Britain's Mercury Prize, which rewards
edgy artists regardless of
their bank accounts. If
they were, we might we
see top nods for the
Strokes, White Stripes or

Lindgren, continued from Page 8
fry to take you to safety. a deep breath. "Thanks...
That sounds awfully Let's get to work then," he
simple, but you'll know said.
what I'm talking about if
Paul's first step onto
any shooting starts."
Afghanistan found a loose
If it was a joke, Paul rock on the desert. He
found it tasteless and sick- nearly slipped and fell
ening. If any shooting over. Imagine that, Paul
started, he wished he thought, thefirst step 011 the
could dive right back be- most important mission of
hind his desk in Washing- my lift ends with mefalling
ton.
on myface. Regaining his
"Relax," the soldier composure, he saw Jean
said with a smirk. "I'm LeHeuse step forward, acbeside you all the way, companied the by Uzbek
and ahead of you when I general Wakil Tanai. The
need to be."
generaJ's face was dusty
PauJ nodded and drew and creased, and his Asian

even Moldy Peaches.
But any awards show
that singles out such artists as Aterciopelados and
Manu Chao in the Latin
Rock slot-and doesn't fa II
too hard for commercial
powerhouses
like
Destiny's Child or 'N
Sync--deserves the last
thing we ever thought the
Grammys would earn:
Respect.

features looked more like
sagging composure.
Paul drew his breath
and extended his hand.
His work began now. " I
am Paul Moore with the
United States State Department. I am happy to
finaJJy meet you, generaJ."
The Uzbek general
cracked a smiJe with his
chapped brown lips and
said, "On behalf of the
army of the United Front,
Mr. Moore, I welcome you
to Afghanistan, and to a
new beginning, and to
death for our enemies."
a

We have changed our
reader deadlines!
All material must be turned into The .&ponent by
Noon on the Monday before publication in order
to be printed in that issue.
(Letters to the Edito~ Oub Wire
Announcements, and Oassifieds)
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Editorial
Letters to the Editor
Dear Editor:
Although I certainly
agree that American universities have in general
badly short changed students by not requiring basic courses in the history
of the United States and
Western (I would add
World) Civilization, as indicated in the Herbert
London article on December 6, it is altogether another thing to suggest that
universities in general are
trashing US foreign policy
and "failing America."
Students ought to
know that Lynne Cheney,
chair of the American
Council of Trustees and
Alumni and wife of the
Vice President, has espoused those views for
decades and that the
Hudson Institute, of
which London is the President, is a staunchly conservative think tank. As
chair of the National Endowment of the Humanities a decade ago, Cheney
mounted a sustained and
bitter crusade against
what she maintained was
the unbalanced content of
U.S.
history
courses.
Most professors were
perplexed by the vehemence of her attacks, but
not persuaded. The current report picks randomly a number of critical statements from professors (wow, more than
100 in a population of tens
of thousands), all of which
statements cited in Tire
Expo11e11/ article are at
least debatable. These few
statements, it is suggested,
represent the views of the
academy as a whole. It is
just this partisan selectivity to prove a priority argument and sustain a

cause that most professol".>
caution their student to
avoid in academia and
outside.
If professors are supposedly so radical and so
undermine traditional societal values, why is it that
the large majority of our
students here and nationally remain on the more
conservative end of the
political spectrum? ls not
freedom of speech one of
our proudest rights? The
American Council's document pays lip service to
that freedom and the academic freedom that guarantees it on campus, but
its agenda is obviously to
silence voices it oppose .
September 11 presented
the American Council
with a golden opportunity
that it has snatched with
alacrity.
Cheney and company
do not understand the
fundamental duty of professors to challenge students to examine all aspects of any issue, regardless of the pressure
brought to bear from any
end of the political spectrum. The kind of drumbeat unanimity Cheney's
council promotes is not
only dangerous but selfdefeating. Critical analy is
and the cultivation of
open, thoughtful minds
are the central purpose of
a university educalton
Political suppression of its
proper role in society
would badly damage
American universities,
which are arguably the
most dynamic and certainly the most creative
institutions of this country.
As chair of the history
deparbnent at UAH, I certainly strongly support
Cheney's call for more in-

tensive study of the past.
I could not agree more that
many students are woefully ignorant of the past
(and for that matter politic:, m the present). Fortunately at UAH, at least we
have been able to mamtam
a bare mlilJmum of history
cla se in our GRE However, I do not accept that
groups with a radical conservative agenda dictate
what is taught in those
courc;cs.
Sincerely,
Philip Boucher

Dear Editor:
The column by Greg
Bacon, "Poltt1cally Dissent", 6 Dec 01, needs a
dose of realism. The primary purpose of high
school 1 to educate students enough to be responsible and productive
adults, not iust to send a
minority to college.
The problem in Alabama 1 that many people
thmk that football is far
more important than educalton. We are in the bottom 2-3 of 50 in almo t
every educaltonal category. Voting against tax
for schools confirms that
we will not rat ourselve:,
up higher.
The standard that athletes need only pa s si
hours per semester to remain eligible tells the
story, and i a farce. That
standard would give athlete 48 hour after four
years of ehg1bility, a httle
bit hort of th needed 128.
Sincerely,
Paul A. Haya, Member,
Academy for Lifetime
Luming at UAH

By Jennifer Hill
Eliito~i11-Clt~/
hilljOemailuah.edu

The article in this current issue
about "hooking up" among college
students piqued my intere t (See Page
l.) While the article talks about how
women are constantly concerning
them elve with "hooking up," 1t
seems that this phenomenon doesn't
JU t occur among women So many
men and women I meet are constantly
sires mg over meeting that next person that JUSt might be girl or boyfnend
material in tead of focu ing on the
imperative of maximizing their college
potential Instead of using college as
a springboard for opportunities, 1t
seems mo tare using it to springboard
their ex lives and work their over
worn pickup line .
People will always do exactly what
they want to do, but I can't help but
cratch my head tn wonder at why so
many men and women would mve:;t
their time, money, and emotions in
dead-end relationship that last a long
as a one night land. Pardon me wh1le
I hop on my soapbo .. but what happened to getting to know omeone
without all those complications, you
know, the emotional baggage that one
accumulates with "getting too involved" with too many people. I'm not
ba hing the under committed, just the
over hormonal.
Let's take this to another level Getting to know someone doesn't alway
have to involve sex after the first two
days of the relahonsh1p, or should I,

in some cases, ay the first hour. Some
things are sacred, and I believe sex i
one of them. Let's take a core sample
of our society. Insecurity permeates
the layers of our femirune culture because women can't attain that image
of computer enhanced glowing beauty
that is flouted in their faces by nearly
every over hyped glo sy magazine.
Women criticize their faces, their bodie , their personalities and talents because th y don't fit into that "sex godde s" mold. So, our culture offers an
alternative-the over promotion of
sex. After all, if you can't become like
the latest model of Glamour's
cleavaged bomb hell, then perhaps
you can lose your insecurities in sex,
or at least this is what society tells us.
Why do you think advertisers use
sexual allusions lo sell their products?
Advertisers feed from our insecurities.
Many consumers feel that if they buy
a certain product then they will immediately be transformed from unwanted
to 1rre i tible. What we as a society
have forgotten to do is look beyond
"the good "and fmd internal beauty
that wt? can never hang a price tag on.
As a result, our society has approved a mutated form of dating that
okay getting involved with multiple
partners. However, dating with benefits IS more than a game of tag because
sex 1s more than touching, it's an emotional exchange.
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Opinion/Editorial section
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Jennifer Hill at
hilljr@email.uah.edu

The Exponent is now hiring writers for all sections, sports photographers, sales assoicates,
and taking applications for Layout Editor!
Come by our office in the UC, room 104 for
more information.

Writing, continued from Page 1

mitted for review via the
web and will be responded to by a consultant as quickly as possible.
An immediate response is
not guaranteed; therefore,
students must allow at
least one working day for
a reply.
The Writing Center is
scheduled to open for the
semester on Monday,
January, 14. The Writing
Center is located in room
228 of Morton Hall. Con-

Dating with
benefitsmorethana
game of tag

sultation hours are 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m. Monday through
Thursday and 9 a.m. to 3

p.m. on Friday. Call 8242363 to make an appointment.

pinerider6@hotma.il.com
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Of Institutions, Traditions, and History
President1
Corner
By Dale Jobes
SGA Prrsulent
jobesd@hotmail.com

Welcome back everyone. I hope evervone had a
safe and fun holiday c;eason. I hope everyone was
able to stuff themselves and get the things they
needed before coming back to school.
This week I am going to tell you what happened
over the holidays. First of all, proration for 2002 is
currently out of the picture. Thank God. The Alabama Legislature changed some phone taxes that
will cover the le money in the education trust
fund. Now the legislation must create a long-term
plan to keep the money problems from happening.
Secondly, The University Fitness hours have increased. On Friday and Saturday nights, the fitness center will stay open until 9:00 p.m. This
change has increased the operating time of the fitness center by 6 hours. The Spring Semester will
be a trial for the new hours.
Third, Campus.net is still in the works. Clay
Durrett and myself worked over the holiday break
on Campus.net. We have almost completed all the
Central Processing units and need monitors. We
collected donations from Colsa, SAIC, Boeing,
Gibsons Barbecue, University Advancement and a
few others and pieced our computers together.
ow we are in search of monitors, or televisions.
We have received many computer parts and will
be selling them either on the Internet or at a big
sale to get money for monitors.
Fourth, campus lighting will be better in the next
year. At least $100,000 are proposed to be spent for
better lighting on campus. Fifth, Special Interest
Housing was taJked about and will be talked about
during the upcoming semester.
Finally, the programming committee worked
hard on Homecoming and is preparing a great time
for all. Make sure to note that Homecoming is February 6-9.
ext week I \.vill write about things to look for
and attend during the 2002 Spring Semester.
Have a great week back to school and don't forget to go on the hockey trip to Omaha, you can buy
tickets at the UC front desk. The bus leaves on
Thursday, January 10.

By Geof E Morris
Opilfion Wrifn'

morrisg@emaiLuah.edu
Welcome back to UAH
for the Spring 2002 semester. If you're a second-semester freshman, congratulations for surviving
the fall with your GPA and
liver somewhat intact. If

you· re a last-semester c;enior hke me, you know all
too well the dualism of
wak.ing up on tonday
morning:
"Crap. It seems like the
semester just ended."
" Wait. This is the last
one. I can do anything for
four months."
That's all we have,
folks: four months. Four
months, each of which
could make you or break
you. We saw a lot last semester, didn't we? Remember back: at the end
of August, Tire Expo11ent
was blithely talking about
Frosh Mosh and Cowboy
Mouth, Gary Condit was
all the rage, and Osama
bin Laden his band of
merry men weren't even

Editor's Note: The Exponent reseroes the right to
edit letters to the editorfo
errors, punctuation, clarication, and to conform to
length and style re1fuire-

ments. Please try to limi
our letters to 250 words
or less. Opinions ex'Ssed in columns or letters are those of the authors, and not necessarily
that ofThe Exponent its
staffor management.

We Want Your Letters!

tli• 1xp-■nd welcomes letters to the Editor concerning any topic. Letters shouJd be typed or submitted on
disk and no longer than 250 words. tli• ~xp•nnf does not require student numbers, phone numbers, or address
to accompany letters to the Editor. Please include your full name with any submissions. ame and title only, if
applicable, will be published, although names can be withheld upon request. ~•~xp•amt reserves the right to
edit all materials submitted for publication.
Letters should be typed, submitted on disk, or emailed to hilljr@email.uah.edu no later than noon on Mondays in order to appear in that Thursday's issue. Letters may also be sent to Ot,lxpmat office by mail at The
Exponent, University of Alabama in Huntsville, 104 University Cen~ Huntsville, AL 35899, or by fax at
256-824-6096.

Opinions expressed in columns or letters are those of the authors and not necessarily that of lt•~rp-■nd, its
staff or management.
AJI materials contained herein, except advertising or where indJcated otherwise, is Copyright {:)2001 by lit,
l1J1-■fflf and protected under the Work Made for Hire and Periodical Publication categories of the U.S. Copyright Laws. Materials herein may not be reprinted without the expressed written permission oftltrlxponnd (i.e.,
all articles, letters, and photographs submitted to ~rlrpnnd become property of ,Jx,onmt upon receipt).
\\:!tr'£xpoamt is the student produced newspaper of the University of Alabama in Huntsville, published each
Thursday throughout the school year except during holidays, breaks, and finals.

on our radar screen.
Things change qu ickly,
and they also change
slowly. As I think about
my reasons fo r writing
this column-other than
the attaboys and uplifted
middle fingers I get from
people in parl-.ing lots and
hallways-I realize this:
UAH is a university
barely out of its infancy,
still nascent in developing
itself into an institution
that will serve as a hallmark for this community,
s tate, and nation.
Our undergraduates
and graduate students do
absolutely amazing things
in their academic work,
things that bring great
honor and recognition to
this school. Similarly, our
athletic programs go from
non-existence to aggressively competing for conference and national titles
in about as long as it takes
the average UAH student
to finish a degree. As a
whole, the pace of development for this school is
as exceedingly fast as the
pace of business, technology, or U.S. Special Forces
looking for Taliban stragglers.
So what's important
here? The big thing, in my
mind, is this: we're
strongly developing our
muscle without paying, in
my mind, enough attention to the infrastructure.
Just try and get computer
systems in place and networked on this campus:
you get to deal with an
overworked and underpaid staff. We're world
leaders in some academic
disciplines, and yet our
faculty and staff are some
of the lowest paid in the
country--even after inflation adjustments. It feels
at times as if UAH is the

Wizard of Oz, using lots of
smoke and mirrors to
maintain a sense of
strength when the right
kind of blow would
cripple us.
Thanks to the efforts of
UAH administration, faculty, staff, and students,
spearheaded by UAH
Governmental Relations
g uru Gary Smith, UAH
fended off one such blow
again this yea r by lobbying Montgomery to find
revenue streams to avoid
yet another round of funding pro-ration. We should
thank Gary [and ourselves] for his hard work
... and yet, why do we
have to do this every season? I think everyone's
tired of trying to make
ends meet, whether it's us
students trying to find
money for the rent or Dr.
Franz trying to figure out
wh o he's going to have to
cut to make the budget
balance.
We're building something here, something that
has the power to be great.
I guess that's why I rant
a nd rave each week about
th ings I perceive to be
wrong on this cam pus.
We work with concrete at
UAH-our students make
canoes out of it. But
whether we realize it or
not, we're making steps
and dropping support
beams
in
the
infrastructural traditions
and history of this school,
and we need to take time
to think about that just as
much as we do our academic work. It wouJd indeed be a shame to build
a great house of cards only
to have it be blown over
by the next p uff of bad
winds from Montgomery.

Skills, continued from Page 3
playing a sport, you' re some type of athletics will
supposed to be at every aJways be in her life. She
practice, (do all your) likes nursing because of
homework, attend all the the flexib le schedules, and
games and study for your the know ledge you obtain
tests. You can handle in the field. She has not
stres~ better, as a result of decided what aspect of
playing volleyball."
N u rsing she wiJI pursue
Denny said the thing yet.
thatkeepsherinthenursBoth students are
ing field is the job oppor- scheduled to take th ei r
!unities for nurses.
CLEX ( ursing boards)
Dunham said in addi- in June.
tion to hospital work,
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Black Hawk Down glamorizes U.S.
misstep that helped trigger terror
By Herbert London
(KRT}

EW YORK _ In the
aftermath of Sept. 11 there
has been incessant discussion about cultural uplift.
Indeed, there is much that
can be said about the heroic acts of firefighters,
police officers and emergency workers at the
World Trade Center site.
Curiously the discussion has not stopped
there. Hollywood is now
involved in redressing the
past and, as one might expect from recent history,
Hollywood has its own
unique take on historical
events.
On Oct. 3, 1993, a U.S.
raid in Somalia resulted in
the loss of 18 special operation forces and two
Black Hawk helicopters.
ot only was this a tragic
event, it precipitated a
withdrawal of American
forces and a re-evaluation
of American policy.
In the new film Block
Hawk Down, this tragic
episode is recreated in all
its harrowing and violent
detail.
The purpose of this exercise as producer Jerry
Bruckheimer has noted _
is to reposition the event:.
in Somalia as a heroic tale
of American soldiers in

battle. Walt Disney studio
chief Joe Roth noted that
the Somalta affair "wa:.
not America's darkest
hour, but America's
brightest hour."
On this point I must
demur. While I recognize
and greatly admire the
h eroism of America'
fighting forces, it is al o
important to note that the
commander in chief of the
armed forces, namely
President Clinton, put the
nation's soldien, in an untenable position without
sufficient backup or an
exit strategy.
otwithstanding the
heroism displayed by our
fighting men, this was by
any measure a tragic occasion that could have been
avoided.
U.S. military bra s cooperated with the filmmakers because, as ha
been noted, they wanted
to "set the record
straight." It may also be
the case that they wi h to
rewrite the history of an
ernbarras ing U.S. expenence.
After all, the Somalia
affair began a a U. . humanitarian operation to
assist starving people.
Television image of children with distended stomachs prompted an outpouring of American con-

ccm. But that humanitarian m1ss1on moved
!>t.'amle!>slv to battle when
rogue gan°g!> in the t!mplo •
of Somalia warlord :.tole
the food or u'>t.'d the food
as a tool for r1?cru1trncnt
into their organization· ,
The film, which attempts to convey verisimilitude, tells only part of
a compltcated story that
might be characterized by
the phrase "no good dt.>ed
goc:, unpunished "
Although it is difficult
to establish a causal relahonsh1p between Somalia
and Sept 11, the grisly,
enduring image of an
American soldier's body
being dragged through
the tn.>eb of Mogadishu
by jubilant Somalts did
much to precipitate the
withdrawal of U.S. fore'-.'
and lead to the belief in the
Islamic world
that
America w,i:, a toothle s
tiger unable or unw1llmg
to defond ib fallen guardians.
Of course, 1t was true
that the e young American combatants were committed to one another, a
i often the ca_e m battle.
Yet one i lcft wondcrmg
whether these American
live:. had to be lo!>l at all.
One military advi,;cr in
Somaha argued that the
American
soldier

"kicked their butt, but that
wa at a tactical levd. At
the slr,,tl!gic and political
level, when you h,n:e
'-Orne casualt1e:., 1t looks
like there was a problem."
There was a problem,
and it wa a problem of
not recognizing the relationship between tactical
and strategic goal . It wa
the same problem the
United States faced in
V1etn.irn .ind it wa the
problem the Chnton administration had to confront in the Balkans.
I'm pleased that Disney
is inchned to make filmc;
of substantive issues, but
it is disturbing that in ib
.itt •mpt to "contextualize
h1slOl)~" the studio i mi leading the nation about a
tr.ig1c misadventure. In
fact, Somalia was an event
th.it may be rel.ited to and
a cataly t for other tragedie.
Surely I would never
deny the importance of
hero, m in battle, but iust
as we should recognize
and honor our heroc!> we
should al o respect the
truthfulnes of the events
surrounding their heroic
act.
In the case of the movie
BlacJ: Hard.: D011'11, we get
a lot of the former and almo t nothing of the latter.

Congress must attach a leash to Carnivore
KnightRidder/
'Iiibune News
Service
Congrc s failed to include sufficient privacy
protections when it broadened the government's
power to eavesdrop on email in the wake of Sept.
11. ow, months later, o ne
house of Congress has
built back in at least one
safeguard.
The protection, part of
a Senate bill reauthorizing
the Justice Department,
will require the FBI to
document annually the
extent to which it has used
the Internet surveillance
tool DCS 1000. Also

known ac; Carnivore, OCS
1000 is a black box that the
FBI in tall!> in the office of
an Internet service provider to monitor e-mail.
The anti-terrorbm USA
Patriot Act approved last
fall extends rule:. governing telephone taps to the
Internet while expanding
the circumstances in
which the FBI can u<.e
them. In some instance ,
investigators will no
longer need a judge's
prior approval
Justice says 1t use Carnivore primarily like a
phone log, to note whom
a terrorist . u pect corresponds with.
But the potential for

abu "1 great. D pend mg
how 1t 1s et, Carn1,·ore
can monitur the content of
e-mail as well ac; addrc.-,
for not only one
u pect but c\'cryone
who e e-mail tra ..·eb
through the ISP.
Justice claims 1t deployed Carnivore fewer
than two dozen time in
2000 _ and only when an
ISP couldn't tum over information it reque ted.
(The FBI i now developing a sophi t1cated technology, known as Magic
1..antem, that can bypa<.s
encrypted e-mail by ecretly
recording
a
su pect's kep,troke-.)
TheSenak's bill would

require Ju lice to detail not
only how often Carnivore
1s u ed, but the rea on
why and detc1ils on what
was collected beyond
,.,.hat a court authorized.
That accounting hould
"'rve to curb overzealous
inve tigators. The report
will be eagerly awaited by
privacy grd\Jp that are
deeply u ptciou of Carnivore.
The Hou e didn't inelude '-Cchons on Camivore 10 tb bill reauthorizing the Justice Department. Adopting the
Senate' ver:<,fon should be
oneofits, 'ewYear'sresolubons
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Politically
Dissident
By Greg Bacon
Polit/ct,/ Co/,mmist
gbacon~~cs uah.edu.

A few nights ago, my poor wife thought he
finally had her chance to have me put away when
he heard my daffy cackling. She found me watching TV and a ked, " What' so funny?" When I
stopped laughing, I explained that the e:;teemed
Senator Daschle had called for "a return to the fiscal re pons1bility of the Clinton era" She's not
really interested in pohhc:., o, disappomted, he
rolled her eyes and hung up on the loony bin.
Daschle's remark is what pundits like to call
"the openmg salvo"-a SCX}~ I-know-Latin way of
c;aying "first shot" (George On.veil once wrote,
" Bad writer:., and especially scientific, political,
and sociological writers, are ne:irly always
haunted by the nolton thc1t Latin or Greek words
arc grander than Saxon ones ...") Tlie Bush camp
re:.ponded by accu ing Daschlc of being an obstructtonic,t. With that exchange, dear rcaden,, the
2002 midterm election campaign season is officially undenvay.
Like college students, presidents al<.o worry
about midterms. Tho!ie who paid attention in civics class remember that the Con titution vacate
all •ab in the US House of Representative and a
third of the US Senate' scats every two years The
pre ident, of course, wants his party to control as
many seal.., as possible because a friendly Congress
is more likely to go along with hie; agenda. In another parallel, presidents have a hard row to hoe
when they " flunk" their midterms. To understate
1t, Bill Clinton' presidency became considerably
more difficult when the Democrats lost the m.ijority m both chamber 10 1994.
w, re idents of Huntsvegas will have two open
congre-. ional scab: the ones occupied by Sen. Jeff
Se sions and Rep. Bud Cramer. (Alabama's other
senator, Richard Shelb\, 1s in Class III, so he'll be
on the ballot with the ne,t prc,.,idential race in
2004.) Some of u:. have b<.-cn hoping for a Cramcrectom}~ but neither the Republican nor the Libertarians ha\'e managed to get 1t together enough
to throw the bum out. Tho " of you from other
areas can find your congre, ional reprc~ntatives
by v1 1ting www.scnate.gov and \\'WW.house.gov.
In the prc\'iou article in this pace, I urged
Huntwille re.,idents to vote down the property tax
measures in the commg peaal election on January 22. Predictably, a few tatists told me that I'm
uncompa 1onate and out-of-touch with reality, so
I'll encourage them and their ilk to put their money
(if they even believe in private property) where
their collectivi t mouth is. Borrowing a great idea
from Arkan a governor rfike Huckabee, I' m
tartin a "Tax 1e fore" fund from which all proceed will be don.ited to our favorite public institution of higher education, i.e., UAH. If you're
dissatisfied with low ta ation, please send your
"fair harcH to me care of 77:e £rp,menl. For the
rest of the semester, I'll report a running total in
this pace.

We have changed our reader deadlines!
All material must be turned into '11te F.rponent by Noon on the Monday before publication in order
to be printed in that issue. (Letters to the Editor, Qub Wue Announcements, and Classifieds)
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AtHis
Feet
By Sarah Babin

'filqe,.,. xponenf

Weekly
Horoscopes
By Lasha Seniuk
Knight Ridder/ Tribune e" , en ice
Ja1111ary 14-20, 2001

Relig-ion Co/1mutisf

babins@emailuah.edu

Keys to a meaningful
life ... are there any?
What is my purpose in life? How am I to ltve a
godly life in the midst of a fallen world? What are
the keys to a life of meaning? All of these questions
and more float throughout your mind at one point
or another. However, you are not alone! There are
numerous examples of people in history who
searched for the same answers we search for.
The teacher in Ecclesiastes seemed desperate to
explain life's ambiguities, and he tried every human. olution available before finally realizing the
answer. He tried. to find the meaning of life in the
numerous standards that the world offers. He tried
to find meaning in uch things as alcohol, treasures,
games, possessions, entertainment, powerful positions and sex. He became a great and powerful man
by the world's standards (Ecclesiastes 2:11). Yet all
his hard work was not satisfying him. You may
think that these things are what will make you
happy. However, these things only bring temporary satisfaction, not eternal fulfillment. The
Teacher proclaimed that despite it aU "it is not the
answer to my search for satisfaction in this life"
(Ecclesiastes 2:20).
Does this mean we are to deprive ourselves of
these things? God has given us a1l good things in
life and yes, we are to enjoy them. But that is not
the end of the statement. We are to enjoy the blessings without aUowing them to become the key to
the meaning of our lives. Many activities in life are
not necessarily wrong, but when they become our
focus and purpose in life we will be greatly disappointed. These "things" are meaningless to our
eternal life.
Why is it that these things aren't to be the meaning of our life? Our lives cannot be all work because then the work is exalted and the true meaningful things in life are pushed aside, even meaningful relationships suffer. However, it isn't just
hard work that is not to be exalted. This includes
a1l the blessings of God that are exalted to the highest priority of our lives.
Oimbing the Ladder of success will not bring ultimate satisfaction. What success can you take with
you after this life on Earth? Ecclesiastes 4:13-16 encourages that godly relationships with others and
with the Father Himself will enable us to grow spirituaUy and will impact our lives after death.
Ok, so now that we know what does not work
to satisfy our hunger for a meaningful life... what
does?
Our lives were decided long ago. God already
has a plan and a purpose for each one of us. "For I
know the plans I have for you, declares the LORD,
plans to prosper you and not to harm you, plans to
give you hope and a future" Oeremiah 29:11). There
is no use arguing with Him for His purpose is where
we will find true satisfaction. "Don't fight the ways
of God, for who can straighten the things He has
made crooked?" (Ecclesiastes 7:13).
What will bring us satisfaction?
Remember your Creator in all you do
(Ecclesiastes 12:1). Eternal happiness and fulfiUment does not come apart from a relationship with
God. Give sincere thanks and praise to God for the
many blessings He has given you to enjoy. God
wants you to work hard, eat healthy, seek godly entertairunent, fellowship with others, and to enjoy
Him and all He has blessed you with. ln all you
do, seek first the Blesser, and then His blessings wiU
follow you. Be encouraged for the Lord our God is
with you always.

Aries (March 21-April 20). Before Wednesday sentimentality and dreamy thoughts will have a special appeal. For many Aries natives the inner and outer world
may now need realignment. Spend more time outside
the home, if possible, and avoid reflection on past disappointment . It's time to make new friends; don't be
shy. After Friday watch for sudden social announcements
and quick reversals. Unusual gos ip, romantic triangles
and passionate arguments are likely. A delicate week:
stay focused.
Taurus (April 21-May 20). ew business or financial
information may be bothersome before midweek. Expect an annoying wave of small details and changing
agreements. Show authority figures your expertise with
minor problems while staying focused on the big picture. In the coming weeks key officials will closely examine your skills, habits and leadership abilities. Late
Saturday ask a close friend or relative to offer wise advice. Romantic conflicts and fading friendships may now
be a source of confusion.
Gemini (May 21-June 21). Social requests and business messages will increase early this week. Watch for
needy friends and new work assignments to now actively compete for your attention. Go slow: egos will be
easily bruised. Later this week loved ones may ask for
clearer financial statements, fresh social activities and
added home enjoyment. Pace for a long journey. Over
the next two weeks roommates and relatives may be
more vulnerable than expected. Encouragement will
help. Don't hold back.
Cancer Oune 22-July 22). Before Thursday previously
silent colleagues will notice your personal appearance
or make surprising social comments. Try not to blush.
Over the next four days the private lives of friends and
lovers will likely be made public. Some Cancers, especially those born early in July, may also encounter an
unexpected flirtation from an older business associate.
Social ethics may still be unclear. Wait for assurance before taking risks. An emotional week: avoid serious discussions.
Leo Ouly 23-Aug. 22). Recent differences of opinion
may now be resolved. Before midweek watch for loved
ones to accept rare proposals or strained explanations.
This is the right time to correct misconceptions or encourage others to take responsibility for their actions.
Some Leos may also experience a powerful wave of sensuality and attraction. If so, expect dreams, insights and
rare moments of wisdom to also be compelling. Passions
are high. Expect vital romantic breakthroughs.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22). A romantic or social conflict
may bring a powerful realization this week. Watch for
loved ones to argue over minor details and silly issues.
Social irritability may be an indication that others are
feeling restricted or vulnerable. Gently encourage others to make peace. Old wounds are best left in the past.
After Friday expect sudden bursts of uncharacteristic behavior from both friends and lovers. Over the next eight
days social anxiety and fast romantic attractions 1,vill be
difficult to avoid.
Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 23). Workplace diplomacy will
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lead to improved efficiency early this week. Listen closely
to the observations or subtle instructions of a colleague.
Substantial business or financial gains are now available
by relying on the efforts, contacts or daily experience of
others. After Wednesday romance may be unpredictable
and frustrating. Partners and potential lovers will offer
mh.ed signals, quick invitations and fast denials. Don't
expect clarity; none will be forthcoming.
Scorpio (Oct. 24- ov. 22). Planned family events will
now bring added enjoyment and security. Before Thursday expect open communications between loved ones
and fast home proposals. Some Scorpios, especially those
born between 1971 and 1983, will also experience a sharp
increase in social invitations and romantic gossip. Expect minor jealousies or a subtle competition for your
loyalty. Friends and lovers are now highly sensitive to
change. Remain cheerful and enjoy group activities. All
is well.
Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21). Long-term relationships
will now begin a phase of reflection and evaluation. Early
this week expect loved ones to contemplate new home
options or review recent career goals. Some Sagittarians
may also experience the return of an old friend or a series of oddly sentimental moments between old lovers.
Romantic clarity will arrive before early February. Stay
alert and watch for subtle signals. After Saturday rest
and enjoy quiet activities. Energy may be low.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20). The moodiness of loved
ones may bring powerful insights before midweek. Recent romantic or home doubts may now be revealed to
be more complex than originally thought. Find honest
ways to discuss and clarify your feelings. Key issues may
involve past finances, career conflicts between spouses
or delayed family decisions. Others will now make quick
judgments and hold strong opinions. Remain dedicated
to long-term goals and minor d isagreements will be resolved.
Aquarius Qan. 21-Feb. 19). Social pleasures will be
satisfying before Thursday. Although work demands are
now high, spend some extra time building social and
romantic harmony. Over the next few days many
Aquarians will be offered a rare astrological opportunity for renewed love, shared intimacy and quick social
increase. Remain open to a1l emotional growth this week;
it's time to improve and celebrate key relationships. Five
weeks of strained home relations and low energy are
now ending: enjoy!
Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20). Tell friends and relatives
exactly what you think this week. Honesty and clarity
will now be rewarded with improved relations or progressive discussions. Some Pisceans may still encounter
reluctance from long-term lovers or o lder family members. If so, expect pessimistic attitudes and sullen moods
to change significantly by early next week. After Saturday pay close attention to home finances and personal
spending. New debts or budget considerations may soon
arrive.
If your birthday is this week ... finalize all outstanding contracts, business tasks or paperwork before the end
of January. Financial promises and legal obligations may
soon become complicated by unnecessary delays. Watch
for authority figures to now be strongly focused on strict
rules, regulations and practices. Throughout much of
2002 watch also for romantic communications to be complicated and highly emotional. For the next nine months,
romantic partners and potential lovers will expect fast
commitments, solid progress and an obvious dedication
to lasting social change.

Forprivate co11Su!lalion, please visit www.myslicstars.ne/.
Distributed by Knight Ridderffn"bune lnfamration Services.

Campus Club Jitire
Edrtor's Nole: t~, J.qmunt resen1es tire rig/rt lo edit all submissionsfar content. Due to space requirements, please
limit anno1111cements lo approximately 75 u10rds. Allsubmissions 11111st be given directly to Jennifer Sharp, Managing Editor in The Exponent office, 104 University Center or emailed to Jennifer Sharp at
exponmt@email.uah.edu no later I/ran Noon on Mondlly. No s11b111issio11s left in tire drop-box will be printed.
A11no1111ce111enls are preferred 011 disk. A111ro11nce111e11ls with gruplrics will 110/ be accepted.
UAH College Republic.an Club
The College Republican Club would like to announce its chartering in December. Tim James, son of former
Governor Fob James, will be speaking at the first meeting on January 14 at 7 in UC 126. All students and
faculty are welcome to attend. For more info on the meeting or on the CRC contact Chairman Patrick Bobo
via email at snakemb134@hotmail.com.
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Classifieds
HELP WANTED

Solarflc, wt.>1ght mach ine for s.1le, good cond ition.
250.00 Call 24-6646 for more mform.1hon.

25 Origin.11 \\ .1tu colors st.1rting
300. Otht.>r Miscell.1nL-ous Items Call 256-882--0173 (d aytime only)!

Fraternities / Sororities / Clubs / Student Groups. Earn
$1,000-2,000 this semester with the easy
Campusfundraiser.com three hour fundraising event.
Does not involve credit card applications. Fundraising
dates are filling quickly, so call today! Contact
Campusfundraiser.com at (888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com.

, 93 Honda Civic EX, sunroof; ne\,· tires; nice c.1r; cht.>ap
on gas; $4000 Call 256-2.28-6652.

TRAVEL

For Sale Micro\, ave Oven, $1 50; Sofa, 150; Bedroom
Set, $300; Love Seat, $125; Chair, $25, Suitcase, $10,
Moving Boxe~, $3.00 Small $5 Large, B&W TV 12",

Spnng Break 2002 Travel with STS to Jamaica, Mexico,
Bahama or Florida Promote tnps on-campus to earn
ca hand free trips. lnformation / Reservahon 1-800648-4849 or www tstravel.com

---=---------------------------------,
IY UHDY 1111'.G([II

eed babysitter to watch 8-year-old after school from
2:30-5 / 5:30. Help with housekeeping, pick up. Call Ed
or Peggy Ratliff at 837-6984.
eeded: College Student to help out after school in
our Madison home. Begin work in January 2002. Duties include helping our 3 children (1st, 3rd, 7th grades)
with their homework, preparing a snack and light
house work such as vacuuming. Hours: Monday - Friday from 2:45 p.m. to 5:30 p.m. Pay: $100/wk Please
call Cindy or Mike at (256) 325-2024 or email
vanrassm@hotmail.com.
Customer Service Person Needed. Age not a factor. Ft/
Pt. Experience in any ty~ of customer relations, service industry, or retail a plus. The Sofa Gallery. 5331111. Please ask for Bob Quinn.

FOR SALE
1992 NISSAN Stanza XE 4-door Sedan, 4cyl., 2.4L, automatic, 132K miles, alloy wheels, 3-month old tires,
new timing cover and timing belt, A/ C, power steering,
runs
great.
$2600
Call 721-3585 or leave a message at 721-1434.

ADVERTISEMENT
INFORMATION
Advertisement information can be obtained
by contacting Fran Fluhler, Advertising
Manager at 'ilqe , xponent by phone, fax or
come by the office in the Univer ity Center,
room 104.
Telephone: 824-6090 Fax: 824-6096
Email: fluhlef@email.uah.edu
orexponentads@email.uah.edu

CLASSIFIEDS ARE FREE!
Classified ads in 'ilqe '!ixponent are free for
all UAH students, faculty, staff and alumni.
Contact 'mqe 1[xponent, attention Jennifer
Sharp, Managing Editor at 824-6090 for m~re
information or bring your ad by our office
in room 104 of the University Center. You
can also contact '©qr 1£xponenf office by fa
at
824-6096,
or by email
at
exponent@emaiLuah.edu.

Dr 1'1/me /or 111/ da,.,ifierl., /() h. /11,-,,.J ,,, t, " /Jlltr l!zlm .\'~m "" 1ht
Fr1d11_v bt'fi>re tl,e no t /WP",~ ,d1.-d11kd to be p11M:1td. All fra
c/,z,ss1/ir-,J, u·,11 runfor lu\1 rzm:, un/c;., o/hnrr:x' -.prrifa'JJ

For answers to the weekly
crossword puzzle go online at
I www.uahexponent.com;
click on '"Xword Answers" on
the Navigation Bar

Crossword 101
"Popular Spreads"
Across

2

1. Engrossed
5. Good gosh
10. From a distance
U. Inside out race?
15. Staircase support
16. Deaf lead in
17. Coat room check
18. Yogi~ holM
lO. Atty. St.an to friends
11. Mandarin crock pots?
22. Covered the floor
23. Playing cards
25.Dcpa.rter
17. Foghorns, e.g .
29. Vies with
33. Nonflowering plants
3"'. Taxi passengers
JS. Maruafacturcr's _ _
36. Hindu prince
37. Lore~ e.g.
38. Uncovered
39. Egg.,
40. Assistants
41. Gatti 's group

42. Academic tenn
44. Wave rider
45. Cambodian rnoola
"6. Good excuse
47. Hafez-al _ _
SO. Headliner
51. Anno.al report initials
S4. Ellington hootnanny
57. Popular scouring powder
58. Author James _ _
59. Beside
60. Postal workers' defense
61. Sculls
62. Taney
63. Jov.-a State home

Down
1. Bike holder
2. Pinc
3. Computer user's headache

By GFR Assoc:ia

By F.d Canty
3

4

•

7

,..

a

11

11

12

13

17

1M
68

a1

4 . Vietnamese New Year

5.Rclishes
6. Oddballs
7. Hand tools
8. Ctrl-Alt9. Foxy

10. Dress
11. Motley _ _
11. Singer Murray
13. Clarinet need
19. Swrs
21. Dampens
24. DNA's cousin
2.5. Al & lipper
26. Good or evil warning
27. Hairdos
28. Go away
29. urse, e .g .
30. Commuter •s headache
31. Spool")'
32.Lancc
3"'. Mr Castro
37.Place
38. Dig

40. Stage whisper
-41. California's
Woods
43. Rubs out
44.Jargonistic
46. Repent
4 7. Slightly open
"'8. Starch
49. Merganser
50. Land of Israel: Var.
51. New York University
53. Grindmg objects
55. H . S. test
56. Patti Hearst's captors
57. Doctor's group

Ouotal)le Quote
OM should tat IO Im, not
liw to eaJ.. •

• :&Mail keckaoty@yahoo.com • PO &. 4'1 Schffledady, NY Ul.309
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If you are graduating next year and

yo
this

. . j[]lsume is looking a little light,
nterest you! Pie
ead on...

Your resunte is very intportant--you cannot get a job
without one. If your ·r esume is light, your paycheck
will be too! That's why you should conte work for your
school newspaper! .--. e Exponent is an excellent
reference for any
and can help boost your
career, not to mention your paycheck!
We are now hiring writers for all sections, sports
photographers, and sales associates, and are taking
applications for our Layout Editor posi
ayout
s must be familiar with
aker
Editor app
or Quar
and PhotoShop.
Please come by our office in Room 104 of the UC or
call 824-6090 for more information.

